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A tertiary education is more than just lectures and 

exams. Students will inevitably devote a great deal 

of time to identifying future employment prospects 

through avenues made available to them at 

university. The prevailing pandemic has served to 

intensify competition in the job market. And so it is 

more important than ever that students gain an 

understanding of the numerous career pathways 

they may pursue. It is our hope that this guide 

serves as a useful tool in clarifying the recruitment 

process so that our students are prepared to 

successfully navigate the upcoming application 

season.

Founded in 1990, the FMAA is entering its 32nd  

year nationally. From humble beginnings, the 

FMAA has grown to become Australia’s premier 

student organisation. We have the largest paid 

membership base as well as the greatest quantity 

and quality of sponsors of any student society in 

the nation. With the continued support of both our 

members and sponsor firms, we have been able to 

carry out our mission of bridging the gap between 

employers by hosting careers and networking 

events, workshops, competitions and industry 

panel discussion. During the pandemic, we have 

pivoted to provide our offering through a range of 

virtual platforms, demonstrating the versatility and 

strength of our offering.

As an FMAA member, you will be invited to an 

array of exclusive networking opportunities 

where you can forge relationships with both 

firm representatives and like-minded students. 

Your involvement with the FMAA will 

distinguish you from other candidates and 

serve as a solid foundation to build upon as 

you enter the workforce. As such, FMAA 

membership is an invaluable asset for 

students who are eager to find out about the 

myriad of opportunities in the Australian 

business community. We strive not only to 

help students, but also assist our Sponsors in 

finding the best talent and the best fit for their 

organisation. We encourage you to become 

an active FMAA member and take full 

advantage of the many resources provided to 

you. 

In an increasingly competitive job market, a tertiary education is more than just lectures 

and exams. Students will inevitably devote a great deal of time to identifying future 

employment prospects through avenues made available to them at university. 

President’s AddressPresidents’ Address
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On behalf of the FMAA, we would like to thank our Gold and Founding Sponsor, Macquarie Group, for 

their extensive support and assistance over the last 31 years. In addition, we also extend our sincere 

thanks to the FMAA’s 40+ National and State Sponsors for their continued support. We also thank our 

Board of Directors, and the Faculties and Business Schools which accommodate the FMAA at the 

Universities of Melbourne, Monash, Sydney, New South Wales, Queensland and ANU. We appreciate 

your continued effort and co-operation, guiding us with your extensive expertise in academia which 

has assisted us in achieving continual improvement. Finally, we wish our student members all the best 

with their future endeavours! We would like to thank you for contributing your unique talent and skills 

towards the FMAA through your engagement with us. 

President, FMAA Melbourne: Madison Chong
President, FMAA Sydney: Angela Chen 
President, FMAA UNSW: Fiona Chen 
President, FMAA Queensland: Kate Wiseman 
Co-President, FMAA Monash (Clayton): Ella Stonier-Watson
Co-President, FMAA Monash (Caulfield): Adam Vanderhock
President, FMAA ANU: Hrishi Goradia
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Who Are We?

On behalf of the National Board of the FMAA, I would like to welcome you to the 32nd  Anniversary 

Edition of the FMAA Careers Handbook.

Firstly, let me congratulate you on being excited enough about your future after University to join the 

FMAA. Back in 1990, when we started the organisation, we did so in a very tough economy for first 

time job-seekers. We didn’t come from families with lots of “connections”, so we decided to make 

our own with potential future employers by establishing the FMAA and creating forums through 

which all students, regardless of background, could meet with and talk directly to the people they 

wanted to work for and learn from.

Board’s Address 

In addition, the FMAA provides members 

with an opportunity to differentiate 

themselves from other potential job 

candidates, by providing a curated calendar 

of extra-curriculum activities and training 

sessions throughout the academic year.

In 2022, these opportunities, facilitated by 

the FMAA, are more valuable than at any 

time since 1990. 

Contrary to popular belief, many employers are more interested in “character” and “attitude” than 

academic achievement. A student’s character and attitudes are often best reflected in their level of 

participation in extra-curricular activities (on and off campus) while they are completing their degree. 

In this regard, I strongly encourage you to be more than an FMAA member…become an active 

FMAA member and set yourself up with a competitive advantage in an increasingly competitive 

job-hunting market. Good luck. 

Yours sincerely on behalf of the FMAA Board of Directors,

Paul Hameister
Chairman and Founding President 
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Who Are We?

The Financial Management Association of Australia was established in 1990 at the University of Melbourne. 

The FMAA actively promotes the career awareness of students and facilitates their involvement in business 

related activities, with the support of the Universities at which we operate and our Gold and Founding 

Sponsor, Macquarie Group.

As an independent student body, the FMAA works closely with the Business/Commerce faculties at each of 

its university branches. Since its inception, the FMAA has grown to become one of the most dynamic and 

enthusiastically supported student bodies on campus. Since its national expansion to The University of 

Sydney in 1994, The University of Queensland in 1995, The University of New South Wales in 2009, Monash 

University in 2012 and the Australian National University in 2022, the FMAA has built a strong reputation for 

facilitating career pathways with a sense of professionalism.

The FMAA attributes their growing success to the Board of Directors, Sponsor Firms and its student 

members, which comprises of over 5,500 members nationally. The continued cause of the FMAA which 

holds the welfare and professional development of its members as its focus has been integral in its growth 

and establishment of the Association as the largest professionally focused student organisation in Australia.

1
To foster the 

development of 

Australia’s future 

business and 

community leaders;

2
To develop the 

professional skills of 

our members;

3
To enhance the 

employability of our 

members;

4
To provide a forum 

for the interaction 

between members 

and their potential 

employers

OUR HISTORY

OUR OBJECTIVES

OUR MISSION
“To become Australia’s most relevant and rewarding 

Association for students and graduates in business 

related fields”

Who are we?
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National Affairs Director: Pinidu Chandrasekera

President, FMAA Melbourne: Madison Chong 

President, FMAA Sydney: Angela Chen 
President, FMAA UNSW: Fiona Chen 

President, FMAA Queensland: Kate Wiseman 

Co-President, FMAA Monash (Clayton): Ella 

Stonier-Watson

Co-President, FMAA Monash (Caulfield): Adam 

Vanderhock

President, FMAA ANU: Hrishi Goradia 

Co-Chairman: Paul Hameister 
Joint Managing Director, Hamton Property Group 

Former GM, Capital & Acquisitions, MAB Corporation 

Former Managing Director, Viacom Australia Positions 

at Macquarie Bank and Freehills Founder and Former 

President, FMAA 

Co-Chairman: Peter Yates 
Non-Executive Director, Peony Capital Former 

Managing Director, Allco Equity Partners Former CEO, 

Publishing and Broadcasting Limited Positions at 

Macquarie Bank, Morgan Stanley, Dean Witter and 

Booz, Allen and Hamilton 

Company Secretary: Michelle Di Fabio 
Managing Director, Strategic Global Advisory 

Co-founder and Partner, Incus Partners Previously 

Deputy Chair, University of Melbourne Faculty of 

Business and Economics Alumni Council 

Professor John Handley 
Professor of Finance, Former Head of Department of 

FInance, previous work in corporate setting at both 

PwC and UBS

Professor Joakim Westerholm
Associate Professor University of Sydney Business 

School and Head of discipline of Finance

Professor Stephen Gray 
Professor of Finance, UQ Business School, 

University of Queensland Director, UQ Business 

School Corporate Valuation Centre, University of 

Queensland 

Professor Wayne Huff
Senior Lecturer of Banking & Finance, Monash 

University, Work in Commercial foreign exchange 

markets at Bank of America, Citibank, ANZ and NAB

Professor Carole Comerton-Forde 
Professor of Finance, UNSW Business School 

Economic Consultant, Australian Securities and 

Investments Commission 

Prof Geoff Warren
Associate Professor at ANU, Former Director of 

Capital Markets Research at Russell Investments, 

Equity Portfolio Manager at AMP Capital

Matthew Miller 
Associate Director, Macquarie Group

President’s AddressOur Board 
Whilst our operations are driven and managed by students, the FMAA is overseen by a Board of 
Directors. The Board of Directors comprises distinguished members in the business community, 

academics, the president of each branch and the National Affairs Director. 
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Our Events

The Financial Services Evening (‘FSE’) is an information-gathering and informal networking event

which is strategically timed to assist students in the internship application processes and increase

students’ awareness in the financial services industry.

The Financial Services Evening is unique in that it is structured as a series of two panel discussions

featuring both junior and senior representatives from our sponsor firms. The panel answers questions

submitted by the attending students, providing insights into the industry as a whole as well as

individual firm culture. The FSE is an invaluable opportunity to network with employers of the highest

calibre who have an eye out for keen and interested students in finance

FINANCIAL SERVICES EVENING 

CORPORATE COCKTAILS

The FMAA hosts a large variety of events throughout the year that cater to our member base including 

Corporate Cocktails, Down-to-Business Luncheon, Financial Services Evening, Professional Services 

Evening, Women in Business Evening, STEM Alternate Pathways Evening, First Year Fundamentals, and the 

Leadership Forum. In addition, firm-specific events and information sessions are held throughout the year in 

sync with key recruitment periods to give students in-depth knowledge of the firms. This is not only beneficial 

to students looking to apply for internships and graduate positions, but also to students in the earlier stages 

of their degree who wish to learn more about the opportunities available to them in the future. 

Corporate Cocktails is the first major FMAA

event each year. Corporate Cocktails is a

formal networking function that serves as an

unparalleled information gathering opportunity, 

promoting industry awareness among students 

and allowing them to engage with 

representatives from firms throughout the

evening in a relaxed manner. Our members

mingle with industry professionals and sponsor

firms in a non-competitive, social setting 

where canapés and beverages are served. 

The event is aimed primarily at final year students looking to apply for graduate positions at our sponsor 

firms, as well as penultimate year students who are applying for internships later in the year.

Our Events
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Our Events

The Down-to-Business Luncheon is the largest professional and formal event hosted by a student 

association in Australia and is aimed primarily at promoting internship opportunities at our sponsor firms. 

The event commences with a sit-down, two-course luncheon. Each sponsor firm is allocated one table, 

comprising of representatives from the sponsor firm and students who have indicated an interest in that firm. 

Sponsors are also able to nominate criteria for students to be seated at their table, which further ensures 

that both students and sponsors are getting value out of this event. After the first course, students rotate to a 

different sponsor table to give them a chance to speak with another firm and to give sponsors the opportunity 

to meet more prospective applicants. 

The Luncheon has a reputation of being one of a kind in that it facilitates high levels of interaction between 

career-minded students and prospective employers. Our members can delve deeper into issues specific to 

the firm of their choice and at the same time, the firms can come to know individual applicants in a 

non-interview setting. Overall, the Down-to-Business Luncheon provides our members with an unparalleled 

level of interaction and exposure to the best employers in the accounting, finance and wider business 

industries. 

DOWN-TO-BUSINESS LUNCHEON
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Our Events

Similar to the FSE, the Professional Services Evening (‘PSE’) is an informal information gathering and 

networking event focused on the professional services industry. The term ‘accounting’ is somewhat 

misleading when it comes to describing the services these firms offer. The PSE aims to highlight the fact that 

firms such as the Big 4 provide areas of advice beyond accounting, and that they, alongside mid-tier firms, 

offer plenty of opportunities in such areas. Advisory, tax consulting and risk management are some examples 

that extend the array of services offered by these firms.

The PSE involves division and industry-specific presentations from professionals in this sector. In addition, 

specific advice will be provided on the application process as well as the opportunity to network with 

potential employers and other equally motivated students.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES EVENING 

WOMEN IN BUSINESS EVENING
The Women in Business Evening is an information 

gathering and informal networking event that aims 

to encourage more women to consider a career in 

business by showcasing the inclusive environment 

and diverse career options available in the 

business sector. The evening features a junior 

panel and a senior panel discussion amongst 

representatives from our sponsors. This is followed 

by a networking session to provide students with 

an exclusive opportunity to ask more specific 

questions tailored to interests, with a focus on

gender diversity. With the industry challenging stereotypes and promoting gender diversity more than ever, 

this event seeks to not only address the challenges women are currently facing but also demonstrate the 

progress that has already been achieved, in order to champion shared interests in empowering women.

FIRST YEAR FUNDAMENTALS
First Year Fundamentals (FYF) is an informational event catered towards first-year students with a primary 

focus on increasing their understanding of the opportunities available to them both during and after 

university. A panel of experienced students with unique educational backgrounds discuss topics such as 

prospective careers and industries, internship applications, and advice on how to succeed in university, as 

well as insights into what students can do to prepare for life after university.
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Our Events

The STEM Alternate Pathways Evening is an 

informational event for students from a science, 

technology, engineering or maths background to 

explore the career opportunities available to them in 

finance, consulting and professional services. 

The evening features a panel of STEM background 

representatives from diverse industries, engaging in a 

question and answer session aimed at providing 

students with insight into the application of STEM

STEM ALTERNATE PATHWAYS EVENING

LEADERSHIP FORUM
The Leadership Forum is an information gathering and informal networking event that aims to instil the 

importance of all forms of diversity in the professional world to our members. 

The event features a question and answer panel of industry leaders that share their experiences on 

establishing themselves as leaders in business and embracing diversity at all levels in the workplace. This 

discussion is followed by a networking session amongst our attending sponsors and members to provide 

students with an opportunity to ask further questions. 

In line with societal changes, the industry is evolving to embrace diversity in its employee composition and 

preference. The Leadership Forum seeks to provide students with insight into the ways businesses in the 

industry have mirrored societal changes within their workplace, to further instil a passion for inclusion and 

the promotion of diversity within the next generation of industry leaders.

degrees within the business world. This discussion is followed by an opportunity for students to network 

with these representatives and ask specific questions tailored to individual interests. 

The technological revolution has transformed the world of business and has seen a rise in employment 

opportunities for individuals from a diverse range of disciplines. The STEM Alternate Pathways Evening 

seeks to showcase the existence of these opportunities to students from a STEM background and to 

encourage a consideration of a potential future in business.
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Our Competitions

The FMAA Management Consulting Case Competition (‘MCCC’) is a national competition allowing our 

members the exclusive opportunity to face model strategic challenges and managerial dilemmas in order to 

provide their insights and solutions as a consultant. 

Participating in teams of two to four members, contestants receive a case study which requires students to 

provide recommendations to overcome a real-life business problem. In order to succeed, contestants must 

construct a well-designed presentation and provide logical and thorough analysis rigorously supported by 

data. 

The competition is conducted as follows: 

• All registered teams are granted approximately 10 days to research and construct their presentation. 

Upon conclusion, teams submit an Executive Summary, slide pack and financial analysis to the FMAA. 

• Senior members of the FMAA Executive Committee at each campus read through the submissions and 

consequently decide upon the best 10 teams. These teams progress through to the Campus Heats, 

where they present to a panel of representatives from our Sponsored firms and Faculty members. 

• This panel judges the teams and determines the Campus Winner. The Campus Winners proceed 

through to the National Final, where the victor is crowned National Champion and awarded the FMAA 

National Prize. 

MANAGEMENT CONSULTING COMPETITION

SHARED VALUE INVESTING COMPETITION
The shared value investing competition is the FMAA’s exciting new investing showcase which delves into 

the portfolio construction with a more qualitative focus.  Students are provided with the opportunity to work 

in teams to pitch the ideal investments with a focus on ESG and shared value to mirror trends in Australian 

and global financial markets. Partnering with industry leaders in portfolio construction and asset 

management, students are able to broaden their knowledge of financial markets, receive advice on pitching 

investments, and build their skills for a future career in financial services. Yeah

The competition is conducted as follows: 

1. All registered teams will have approximately a week to research the case and form their investment 

strategy. Teams will then submit a slide deck their investment decisions.

2. Senior FMAA representatives will read through the submissions and choose finalists. These teams will 

present to judges from our sponsor firms who will select the campus winners. 

3. Campus winners will then compete at the state finals, which coincides with our keynote event ‘Inside 

Asset Management’. The winning team will then be crowned the state champion.

4. State champions in will proceed to the national AMCC finals, where a national champion will be 

crowned. 

Our Competitions



Try not to use the same resume for every job that you 

apply for. Tailor it for each different position and 

company. Doing this will help you stand out for all the 

right reasons. Your resume is where you show that you 

have the required skills, knowledge and qualifications 

that are needed for the position. 

Page 1 of your resume should reflect the most relevant 

information pertaining to the job. As you head towards 

completion of your degree, details of your education and 

industry related experience will be of most interest to the 

potential employer.

List your education in reverse chronological order. If you 

received any outstanding marks, be sure to include 

these. If not, there is no need to list them as companies 

often request a copy of your academic transcript which 

will contain this information. If you did well in a particular 

subject and are applying for a related role, then make 

sure the potential employer is aware of your mark. 

Be sure to list your work experience and employment 

history in reverse chronological order. For each position, 

describe your duties and any achievements by beginning 

each point with an action verb (e.g. formulated, identified, 

solved, and accomplished, managed, assisted etc). 

Remember to keep to the point and stress what you have 

achieved. Any industry related work experience you have 

could have a separate heading.

Writing a Resume
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Employers also value evidence of 

skills that you have developed. 

These could include the following 

and should be addressed in the 

‘Skills summary’ section of your 

resume: 

Communication 

Team work 

Self management 

Planning 

Analytical abilities 

Initiative 

Flexibility 

Your resume is the first impression that you will give to a potential employer. So make it 
clear, concise and relevant. 

You should take the time to research the organisation and the position that you are 
applying for. This will enable you to link the skills and experiences from your time at 
university as a student, and any other employment, volunteer work, memberships and 
involvement in groups or bodies. 



• Size 10, 11 or 12 font in Arial, Calibri or 

Times New Roman are good choices

• Triple check the grammar and spelling

 

• Be consistent with formatting – use clear 

headings and bullet points, ensuring they 

match up 

• Choose an easy- to- read layout and make 

sure there is plenty of ‘white space’ on the 

page 

• Be concise and use relevant examples Write 

content in the third person – no ‘I’ or ‘we’ 
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You should include evidence of how you possess and utilise some of these skills by using relevant 
examples. Merely listing skills with no evidence is meaningless for employers. Remember this is the 
section that should contain the skills that the employer has specifically identified as being important and 
should be different for each application. 

Another heading to include in your resume that may be relevant is ‘voluntary and community work’. 
Employers value people who are worldly and culturally aware and willing to contribute to the greater 
community. Furthermore, if you are a member/student member of any professional associations, mention 
this on your resume as it demonstrates your interest and commitment to your chosen field. 

You may or may not include a list of your ‘interests and hobbies’ – it’s a personal choice. Employers are 
usually interested in you as a person and this section could add another dimension. 

Lastly, you will need to include a section with details of potential referees. List their name, position title, 
organisation and contact details. Referees should have witnessed your capabilities in a working 
environment. 

It is acceptable to write ‘available upon request’ if you don’t have up to date details, but bear in mind you 
will need to provide the details if employers are serious about employing you. Always ensure you speak 
to your referees before listing their contact details. 

QUICK TIPS



Financial Services
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At its core, the crux of Australia’s Financial Services Industry facilitates the flow of  funds between 
sectors, companies and people. Major players of this industry  include commercial banks, 
investment banks, brokerage firms and insurance  companies. With this field representing one of 
Australia’s leading employers,  opportunities presented to graduates are endless, as they are able to 
enter into a  multitude of divisions including retail banking, financial markets, financial planning  and 
solution providers. Key employers include financial institutions such as asset  and fund managers, 
as well as investment and commercial banks. These financial  institutions provide career 
opportunities to students that expand on a global scale.  With its expansive network and powerful 
impact, the Financial Services Industry will  provide students with a highly rewarding career.

INVESTMENT BANKING
Investment Banks exist to provide high quality advice to large multinational institutions, governments  and 
individuals to meet their clients’ financial goals. Traditionally, investment banks differ from  commercial 
banks in that they do not engage in retail deposits or lending services. However, some  investment banks 
do interrelate with commercial banks to form a multi-industry company. Although  investment banks deliver 
a diverse range of financial products, some areas of focus include mergers  and acquisitions advisory, 
capital raising, sales and trading, investment management and investment  research.

MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
Mergers and Acquisitions advisory is concerned with the provision of advice on transactions that may alter 
the ownership  structure of a  client’s organisation.  Although the terms “mergers” and “acquisitions” are 
generally referenced together, they are different concepts. A merger occurs when  two firms combine to 
create a single, new firm; and an acquisition involves one entity (the acquirer)  purchasing another entity 
(the target).

Providing such advice is only possible once certain processes are completed, such as valuation  
(generating a value for the target to ensure that the acquirer pays the optimum price for the  company), 
due diligence (analysing the possibility of factors that may impact the acquisition and thus  alter the 
target’s value) and third party negotiation with opposing advisors and lawyers.

COMMERCIAL BANKING
Known for its strength and resilience during the 2008-2009 financial crisis, Australia’s retail banking  
industry has proved to be a crucial service in fostering economic growth through its provision of  financial 
credit. Clients range from small to large businesses, individuals and private clients.
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CAPITAL RAISINGS
The Capital Raising and Mergers and Acquisition advisory division work closely together as the  
acquisition of a company will require clients to raise additional capital to fund the transaction.  Investment 
banks raise capital from two markets: the equity capital market (ECM) and the debt  capital market (DCM). 
In the ECM, capital can be generated via initial public offerings, dividend  reinvestments plans and rights 
issues. On the other hand, DCM allows capital to be raised using  methods such as bond issuance, notes 
and commercial paper.
Investment banks may also raise capital through a method called security underwriting. This involves  
investment banks acting as an intermediary between the client and investors, by purchasing their  client’s 
newly issued securities and selling it to prospective investors at a higher price. In consideration  for 
accepting the risk that the market to investors is unsuccessful, the investment bank will retain the  profits 
earned from the difference in sale price and the cost price of the securities purchased from  their client.

SALES AND TRADING
Sales and Trading involves purchasing and selling securities such as shares, bonds, and currencies on  
behalf of clients and the investment bank itself. The sales team is concerned with attracting customers  
and ensuring that the bank stays up to date with the constantly changing market. The trading team  aims 
to buy and sell securities at the ideal price. Typical clients include institutional investors such as  hedge 
funds, superannuation funds and other banks. Recent commentary, however, suggests that direct  
proprietary trading is losing its prominence in investment banks. The investment bank may also act as  
an agent, principal, broker and market maker to coordinate transactions between private investors,  
institutions and the firm.

INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
The Investment Management division aims to maximize capital gains or to create a source of stable  
income. These objectives are achieved by investing in a range of assets such as hedge funds, real  
assets, fixed income securities and equities. This division must balance their client’s risk tolerance with  
their investment objectives to devise a suitable asset mix. After the creation of the portfolio, the  
investment management division is required to periodically track movements in the investment to  ensure 
that it remains aligned with the client’s objectives.
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INVESTMENT RESEARCH
The Investment Research division provides financial information to both clients and other divisions  within 
the bank, to help them make informed decisions about their future conduct. Financial reports  may include 
trading history and previous trends, future industry developments, and financial  disclosures. This 
information is used to create financial models to predict future cash flows and in turn,  the estimated value 
of a security. Due to the ever changing nature of financial information, reports  and recommendations will 
need to be frequently reviewed and updated.
Research divisions are categorised into equity and fixed income research groups. Each group will  further 
subdivide into different sectors and research related securities. While monitoring securities is  time 
consuming, researchers will gain a deeper understanding and greater expertise in specific  financial areas.

BUSINESS AND CORPORATE BANKING
When dealing with clients, retail banks will provide them with banking services such as loans and  
transactional services. Related services can include personal wealth management for owners,  directors 
and other high net worth individuals and protecting them against future losses.

INSTITUTIONAL BANKING
Aimed towards a retail bank’s largest corporate and government clients, institutional banking  includes 
services providing access to equity capital markets and debt capital markets, as well as  merger and 
acquisition advisory.

MARKETS
This department is responsible for all of the activities associated with financial markets. This includes  
stockbroking services and hedging client exposures to certain markets such as interest rates, currency  
and commodities. In some banks, Institutional Banking and Markets are referred to as a single  division. 
The activities of these departments can often be similar to those of Investment Banking  divisions.
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WEALTH, FINANCIAL PLANNING INSURANCE
Retail banks provide a range of services to customers  with the main goal of growing and protecting 
wealth,  as well as providing general insurance for items such  as property and income.

RETAIL BANKING
As the most visible function of retail banks, it  
involves providing retail customers with savings  and 
transactional accounts, mortgages, personal  loans, 
debit cards and credit cards. This  department will 
include teams in branches, call  centres and support 
office staff. Almost every  person will have to deal 
with retail banking  departments for their personal 
financial needs.

NON-CUSTOMER FACING 
DEPARTMENTSRisk is responsible for estimating a bank’s risk in the other departments. Transactions and activities  

from the other departments usually need to gain approval from the risk department before they are  
completed.
Strategy monitors and controls business processes and performance. It formulates strategies  to 
improve these processes to achieve optimal outcomes for the bank. It can be thought of as the  
bank’sown internal consulting division.
Accounting The accounting department is responsible for monitoring, managing and improving a retail  
bank’s financial accounts with the overall goal of maximising customer and shareholder satisfaction.  
Furthermore, they ensure the bank is complying with external audit requirements.
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MARKETS

Anonymous Internship Review

What were your favourite parts of the 
internship?

Firstly, gaining first-hand experience of the type 
of work I would be doing if I were to take a 
graduate position in the industry. This is really 
important as when you apply to a role which you 
know you want to do, it is a lot more credible 
when you can share this experience. It is also 
validating as a candidate, when going through 
what can be quite intense interview processes, 
that the outcome will be something you actually 
want. Secondly, expanding my network was 
another valued component of my internship as I 
was able to learn from other career journeys to 
inform my own choices. 

Can you explain what tasks you were given?

I am doing two rotations, one in Sales and one in 
Trading. The tasks I was given differed 
depending on which team I was in. As a lot of the 
work done in Markets in general is client facing 
and execution-based interns aren’t able to 
undertake actual trades or sales pitches. 
However, a lot of the tasks would involve helping 
the team with background research on the 
market and coming up with trade ideas that 
simulate life as an actual trader/salesperson. 
 

What advice would you give to people who 
will undergo internships?

For anyone looking to apply I would first say 
make sure you are watching the market and 
finance news in general. Most of the interview 
process for different banks and firms will revolve 
around your understanding of current events in 
the market and your understanding of finance in 
general.

For anyone undergoing the actual 
internship the most important thing is to 
make sure you ask as many questions as 
possible and talk to as many people on the 
floor as possible. Markets involves a lot of 
jargon and niche products, it’s impossible to 
know everything as an intern and the only 
way you will learn about both the products 
and what you actually like is by asking 
questions. You really don’t know what you 
don’t know so you have to ask questions to 
get by.

Did your internship experience give you 
a clearer idea of the career path you 
wish to take? 

For sure. I would say Markets is far less 
well advertised than other standard paths in 
finance and so doing the internship gave 
me a far clearer idea of whether I would 
enjoy a career in the area and whether I 
think would be effective on the Sales side. It 
also gives you a much better understanding 
of the career progression of other people in 
Markets. While there is a surprising amount 
of people that choose to stay in Markets 
there are also plenty of exit opportunities in 
other areas of finance including on the 
buyside.
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GRADUATE PROGRAM

A career at Macquarie means you’ll have the opportunity to develop and utilise new skills,  explore 
interesting fields and do challenging work that will impact the lives of people around the  world—whether it’s 
accelerating the green energy transition, helping sustain global food  supplies, financing social housing 
projects or investing in essential infrastructure. At Macquarie,  we’re empowering people to innovate and 
invest for a better future.

Macquarie is a global financial group providing clients with asset management, retail and  business 
banking, wealth management, leasing and asset financing, market access, commodity  trading, renewables 
development, investment banking and principal investment.

Our size and international presence means your work can take you anywhere—across business  groups, 
disciplines, sectors and borders. With 16,300+ employees and offices in 31 markets  around the world, 
we’re a truly global organisation.

Join the Macquarie Graduate Program and become an integral member of the team from day one.  You’ll sit 
side-by-side with business leaders and have the opportunity to work on projects right from the  start.

Your career development starts with a tailored orientation and business group specific workshops. You  will 
then embark on a structured 12 to 24-month program with on-the-job training, access to a  comprehensive 
range of external and internal courses and the opportunity to build your business  network.

We offer summer internships to students in their penultimate year of study. The program runs for 10 to  12 
weeks from November. A summer internship offers you invaluable hands-on experience and can set  you up 
for a successful career once you complete your studies. Working alongside leading industry  professionals, 
you will receive a structured induction, on-the-job training and networking opportunities.

We also offer a three-week Winter Development Program in Macquarie Capital for science,  
technology, engineering and maths students in their penultimate year of study. Our Winter  
Development Program runs in July of each year.

INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

BENEFITS
Macquarie opens up a wealth of opportunities and offers a wide range of benefits to employees  ranging 
from a vast health and wellness package, retail benefits, and financial and insurance advice.

All of our employees have access to Macquarie Plus, our holistic wellbeing program, designed to  
empower you to become your best possible self – both at work and at home. The program provides  
access to a range of benefits and initiatives designed to support you in optimising your physical,

Macquarie
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psychological and financial wellbeing and encourage you to make the most of the culture and sense of  
community you’ll find at Macquarie.

We empower all of our people to manage their professional commitments to suit their own personal  
situation. Because we recognise that working flexibly means different things to different people,  flexible 
working at Macquarie exists in many forms, and could include changes to hours, locations and  patterns 
of work, or study and exam leave.

The Macquarie Group Foundation is the philanthropic arm of Macquarie and provides support to  
hundreds of community organisations globally each year through financial support, volunteering and  
skills sharing.

The Macquarie Group Foundation have donated more than $A410 million since 1985.

Application opening and closing dates are 
listed  on our website.

Visit www.macquarie.com/graduates and 
apply  by submitting your resume, cover letter 
and  academic transcripts during these dates.

Operating and  
Support Groups
Banking and Financial  

Services
Commodities and Global

Markets  
Corporate Operations

Group

Financial Management  
Group

Macquarie Asset  
Management  

Macquarie Capital
Risk Management Group  

Technology

MACQUARIE GROUP FOUNDATION

2022 Winter Development Program
Opens: 16 February 2022
Close: 15 March 2022
2022 Summer Internship Program
Opens: 17 May 2022
Close: 19 July 2022 (Melbourne and Perth) 
2 August 2022 (all other locations)
2023 Graduate Program
Opens: 23 February 2022
Close: 29 March 2022

KEY DATES HOW TO APPLY

AU/ NZ Office 
Locations

Sydney

Melbourne

Brisbane

Perth

Auckland

Skills Required

At Macquarie, we value  
diversity of thought from  

people with different  
backgrounds. We’re always  

looking for people who share  
our drive for innovation,  
ideas and excellence, no  

matter what their university  
degree is.

Macquarie

http://www.macquarie.com/graduates
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WHAT WE LOOK FOR 

AustralianSuper is the fund for all Australians. The largest superannuation fund in 
Australia and one of the largest in the world, more than one in ten working Australians 
trusts AustralianSuper with their retirement savings. With members at the centre of 
everything we do, our purpose is to help members achieve their best financial position 
in retirement. 

At AustralianSuper, we all live by our values of Integrity, Excellent Outcomes, Generosity of Spirit 
and Energy.

As we grow, we seek people that will challenge our thinking, deliver outstanding outcomes and 
most importantly, share in our purpose.

Running for eight weeks from January to February each year, our internship program offers an 
exciting opportunity to work with two of our asset class teams, on two real-life investment projects, 
and get the opportunity to present your views and findings to the team.

Recruitment Opportunities for current students would really be our internship program. For 
graduates we also hire for analyst level roles frequently in our investments team. 

WHY US?

APPLICATIONS

• Application deadlines for 2022 recruitment activities
https://www.australiansuper.com/careers/graduate-and-internship-programs 

• Applications open 25 May and close 22 July.

Australian Super

https://www.australiansuper.com/careers/graduate-and-internship-programs
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At Bank of America, our purpose as a firm is to make financial lives better, through the power of 
every connection. Across the world, we partner with leading corporate and institutional investors 
through our offices in more than 35 countries. Our Asia Pacific team is spread across 19 cities in 12 
markets. We are focused on connecting Asia to the world and the world to Asia, using our global 
expertise to ensure success is shared between us, our clients and our communities. Our regional 
footprint covers 12 currencies, more than a dozen languages and five time zones, placing us firmly 
among the region’s leading financial service companies.

WHAT WE DO
At Bank of America, Global Banking & Markets (GBAM) business includes Corporate & Investment 
Banking, Wholesale Credit, Transaction Banking, Global Markets, Research, Global Commercial Banking 
and Business banking services.

The group provides services to small and midsize companies, middle-market and large corporations, 
government entities and institutional investors. Our solutions span the breadth of mergers and acquisition 
advice, equity and debt capital raising, corporate lending, transaction banking, credit treasury and 
merchant services, sales and trading; in fixed income, commodities, currency and equities, risk 
management, research; and liquidity and payments management. We have the strength, resources and 
global capabilities to let you carve out your future on your own terms. At Bank of America, you have the 
power to make a difference and shape the future that we live in. Learn more 
at: campus.bankofamerica.com.

RECRUITMENT
We have opportunities available for graduate positions and internship programs. Application deadlines for 
the programs are:

2023 Full-Time Analyst Program: 29 March 2022

2022-2023 Summer Internship Program: 19 July 2022 (Melbourne); 2 August 2022 (Sydney)

http://careers.bankofamerica.com/
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OUR STORY 

Barrenjoey is a proudly Australian financial services firm. We’re locally managed with global reach through 
our strategic partnership with Barclays and uniquely majority staff owned.

After decades in the financial services industry, our early founding partners saw an opportunity to create a 
unique and different kind of business. They began with a blank page and a simple vision: to produce 
outstanding outcomes for clients with a platform that attracts, liberates and challenges the very 
best people.  

Barrenjoey officially launched on 21 September 2020 with capital and funding support from our foundation 
investors, Magellan and Barclays. From our first employee in October 2019, we’ve grown to over 330 
people in Sydney, Melbourne, and Perth.

Our people are our greatest asset, which is why we’re looking for the best. Since launching, we’ve 
been on a journey to attract people that are the best at what they do. We’ve hired intelligent people with 
curious minds who are passionate about delivering outstanding outcomes for our clients. 

While we look for people with a competitive spirit, we also look for those who put team before self. We 
believe diversity drives better business outcomes and we respect and celebrate different backgrounds, 
genders, races, religions, beliefs, sexual orientations, ages and abilities.

LIFE AT BARRENJOEY

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT

Our workplace is energetic and collaborative where people love the opportunity to be entrepreneurial and 
share their ideas. And because we’re a new and growing business, we’re challenged (in a positive way!) 
and get to learn every day.  

Beyond that, we have a workplace that:  

• Values people for their ideas, drive and tenacity to succeed; 
• Fosters a nimble environment where our people are comfortable with intensity; 
• Doesn’t believe in antiquated hierarchical structures; and 
• Offers the opportunity to grow and be rewarded based on merit. 

Barrenjoey
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OPPORTUNITIES

Our early career opportunities are simple – to give curious team players the opportunity 
to find out if a career in Financial Services is for them. 

Barrenjoey Future Principals Program is a competition designed for any penultimate year students 
curious about the financial services industry. Through a collaborative case study, students are 
challenged to research, solve problems, think critically, and demonstrate commercial acumen. Finalists 
will be invited to Sydney for two days to participate in the final case, meet our team, experience life at 
Barrenjoey and interview early for Barrenjoey’s 2022-23 Corporate Finance Internship Program.  

 

Barrenjoey’s Summer Internship Programs are an opportunity to be part of our team from Day 1. 
Through unique training and mentorship, the program will equip penultimate year students with skills to 
prepare advice for our clients on real problems. Over a 10-week period Interns will be treated as a 
Principal - there are only two levels at Barrenjoey: Partner and Principal - and do hands-on, relevant 
work that contributes to the Barrenjoey team. 

Barrenjoey’s Graduate Programs are for recently graduated students, ready to begin their career in 
financial services. Graduate roles are available in both our Business and Infrastructure teams, all of 
which have a carefully curated induction, training and mentorship program designed to support 
continuous learning. 

You can find out more about our early career opportunities at www.barrenjoey.com or on LinkedIn

Barrenjoey

http://www.barrenjoey.com/
https://au.linkedin.com/company/barrenjoey
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Bloomberg is the global leader in business and financial data, news and insight. Using the power of 
technology, we connect the world’s decision makers to accurate information on the financial markets 
– and help them make faster, smarter decisions.

Bloomberg unleashes the power of information and technology to bring clarity to a complex world. 
Global customers rely on us to deliver accurate, real-time business and market-moving information 
that helps them make critical financial decisions. In a career at Bloomberg, you’ll play a vital role in 
making it happen.

We work on purpose. Come find yours.

RECRUITMENT
2023 Internship and Full-time Graduate programs will be open for application in February-March period. 
Internship application deadline is 6 weeks after opening, whilst the full-time graduate program application 
will be open till we finish hiring.

We offer three key graduate programs:

Financial Products Analytics & Sales: Analytics Representatives are a calm voice in busy, volatile
moments. From educating a portfolio manager on Bloomberg’s risk-management solutions to helping a 
trader discover new sources of market liquidity, the variety of questions they answer – and problems.

Global Data - Market Data Analyst: More than ever before, financial professionals must navigate huge 
volumes of data to make the most informed decisions possible. Our Global Data team sits at the epicentre 
of this rapidly expanding universe helping surface the most relevant information for our customers.

Customer Service Representative: The frontline when it comes to helping with critical client issues. 
Every representative needs a full understanding of what our clients do and the products they use,
so they can quickly troubleshoot issues for our clients – no matter where in the world they are.

We’re not looking for graduates from a particular discipline for these roles. If you’re passionate about the
financial markets, solving complex problems and challenging the status quo, we want to hear from you.
Find out more at: bloomberg.com/careers
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At Citi, we’ve built our foundation on over 200 years of continuously evolving private, consumer and 
investment banking. Today, our influence continues doing business in more than 160 countries and 
jurisdictions. Not to mention approximately 200 million customer accounts who are among the 
biggest names in the industries, sectors, businesses and governments that we serve every day. Our 
employees work across every time zone and frontier of an ever-changing, and ever-challenging, 
global financial landscape.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We embrace diversity in all applicant backgrounds. We don’t just look at backgrounds in Accounting, 
Finance and Economics, we look at individuals from a wide variety of educational backgrounds who 
demonstrate a passion for working for Citi. If you come from a different working or educational 
background, we encourage you to step out of your comfort zone and explore what a career at Citi could 
look like for you.

OPPORTUNITIES
Summer Internship Program: Our 11-week paid internship program aimed at penultimate-year students 
gives you a real taste of what it is like to be an Analyst at Citi, with opportunity to experience rotational 
placements. We provide you with mentorship from our current Analysts, Associates and Senior 
Management, networking and social events, Q&A lunch & learn sessions, as well as direct senior 
management exposure, allowing you to partner with Citi’s leaders. 

2022-2023 Summer Internship Program: As an Analyst, you will work on meaningful projects that will 
allow you to make a real impact at Citi. If you are in your last year of undergraduate or Master’s degree 
study, consider our Full-Time Analyst Program. This two-year rotational program combines in-depth local 
and global training, mentorship opportunities, rotational programs and interaction with clients and senior 
management, to help launch you on your career path as an Analyst. 

Women in Banking (WIB) and Women in Markets (WIM) Summer Analyst Scholarships (Investment 
Banking or Global Markets): Our WIB and WIM Scholarships invite talented female students, with a 
passion for banking and finance, and/or global markets to apply. The scholarship offers you a scholarship 
cash grant to support your studies and position on our 2022-2023 Summer Intern Program. We encourage 
you to attend the various campus and in-house events that will be held in Semester 1 to learn more about 
the scholarship. 

RECRUITMENT
Applications for Graduate Recruitment in Melbourne and Sydney close on 29 March 12:00pm AEDT. 
Applications close for Summer Intern Programs based in Perth and Melbourne on 19 July 12:00pm AEDT, 
and in Sydney they close on 2 August 12:00pm AEDT.

For Scholarships, visit our website to check the closing dates.
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Credit Suisse has had a local presence in the Australian Market for over 50 years. Australia forms an 
integral part of Credit Suisse’s strategy in the Asia Pacific region. Credit Suisse provides a full range 
of Investment Banking (IB) and Private Banking services in Australia.

WHAT WE DO
We offer a range of products and services, including:
- Mergers and Acquisitions Advisory
- Debt and Equity Underwriting and Distribution
- Equity Sales, Trading and Research
- Credit/Lending Products
- Private Banking

WHY US
Our global businesses and international culture provide plenty of opportunities for mobility and career 
development. Working at Credit Suisse will give you access to strong local and international networks and 
resources, while enabling you to benefit from the stability of one of the world's most admired banks.

We are renowned for our supportive culture and collegial, team- oriented atmosphere. We work hard to 
develop well-rounded team members with strong execution skills and in-depth product and industry 
knowledge.

Our entrepreneurial culture offers a broad range of opportunities across varying businesses and locations. 
You will be supported and coached throughout the course of your career. You will have the opportunity to 
work with some of the most diverse and talented people in the industry.

OPPORTUNITIES
As part of our organization, you work on the businesses of tomorrow while building the foundation of an 
exciting career today. You put what you have learned into practice and create a network among people 
who know the business. Become a part of us, learn from experts and give your career the best possible 
start.

We offer: Internships, Full-time & graduate programs and Entry-level positions. For more information, visit 
credit-suisse.com/campuscareers. 
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Deutsche Bank is the leading German bank with strong European roots and a global network and 
offers a career packed with opportunities to grow and the chance to shape the future of our clients.
Deutsche Bank is here to enable economic growth and societal progress through its positive impact. 
Deutsche Bank has been operating in Australia since 1973 with offices in Sydney and  Melbourne. 
Our Sydney office is one of the bank’s four hubs – together with Hong Kong, Singapore and Tokyo – 
in the Asia Pacific region. 

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We recruit highly intelligent graduates who are ambitious and adaptable. We look for students who are 
passionate about the world of finance, have a record of outstanding academic achievement and are eager 
to go on learning at the same intensive rate. They have participated in activities that showcase their 
passion towards finance, have strong communication skills and are fluent in English. They have the 
resilience and dedication required to keep up with the pace of life in this dynamic business, can work well 
in a team and inspire others with their ideas.

OPPORTUNITIES
Aspiring Talent Program: The Australian Aspiring Talent program is a talent program designed for female 
students in their penultimate year of study. The purpose of the program is to attract talented females to 
Deutsche Bank and the Finance Industry by showcasing to them the internal workings of the bank, its 
divisions and its people.

Internship program: A summer internship at Deutsche Bank is your stepping stone to success and your 
first look into what life is like on our Graduate Program. You’ll become part of a collaborative and inclusive 
workplace as you build on your technical and interpersonal skills, take on real responsibilities, hear from 
senior leadership, work on live projects, grow your network and learn first-hand how we deliver for our 
clients. 
 
Graduate program: During your first year with us you will benefit from a graduate learning journey, 
comprising of both technical and professional skills training. Your day-to-day tasks will vary depending on 
your role. You will enjoy plenty of support from managers and mentors along with unparalleled global 
exposure.

 WHY US
From the day you join Deutsche Bank, you’ll be working as part of a global team that is transforming the 
world of banking. You’ll work alongside some of the industry’s top minds and build a valuable network that 
will support you as you progress in your career. You’ll be given various opportunities to not only have your 
opinions heard, but also get to make an impact at our company and for our clients. If you have the drive to 
succeed in the fast-paced financial services industry, Deutsche Bank is an exciting, supportive place for 
you to begin your career.



ABOUT FLAGSTAFF

− Australia’s pre-eminent independent  
corporate finance advisory firm  
established in 2009

− Provides quality M&A and capital  
markets advice, free of conflicts

− Focus on long-term relationships  
means less pitching and more deal  
experience (and client exposure)

− Melbourne headquarters provides  
direct access to firm leadership

WHY FLAGSTAFF

✔ One of the largest corporate finance  

teams in Melbourne (~35 bankers)

✔ Generalist model – work on deals  

across a range of industries & sectors

✔ Smaller deal teams means you work

directly with senior bankers

✔ Meaningful exposure to clients and  

live projects from day one

✔ International training for graduates  

(typically Hong Kong or Singapore)(1)

KEY DATES

▪ Graduate Program applications close: 12pm on Thursday, 17 March 2022*

▪ Summer Internship Program applications close: 12pm on Tuesday, 5 July 
2022*  Refer to www.flagstaffpartners.com/careers for further information

* Dates subject to change. Please refer to our website for the latest information

Note: (1) COVID-19 travel restrictions permitting

SELECT CLIENTS (PUBLICLY DISCLOSED)

http://www.flagstaffpartners.com/careers


PRIVATE TREATY M&A

Oct-16 | A$9.7bn

Adviser to the Victorian Government on the Port of  

Melbourne lease transaction

SELECT TRANSACTIONS FLAGSTAFF HAS RECENTLY ADVISED ON
Flagstaff has advised on a number of recent high profile domestic and cross-border transactions

PUBLIC MARKETS M&A EQUITY CAPITAL MARKETS

CROSS BORDER M&A

Mar-21

Financial adviser to NAB on the sale of its finance broker  

aggregation businesses to Loan Market Group

Dec-20

Financial adviser to Asahi Beverages, owner of Carlton &  United 

Breweries, in relation to its divestment of its  eCommerce 

business BoozeBud to the Founders of the  business

May-18 | NZ$700m

Adviser to ANZ in relation to the sale of its life insurance  

business in New Zealand to US-listed Cigna Corporation

Current | A$108bn

Financial adviser to BHP in relation to the proposed  

unification of its DLC structure whereby BHP Group  

Limited would acquire BHP Group Plc

Jun-21 | A$80m Acquisition of Domino’s Taiwan chain of

157 stores

Apr-19 Adviser to Domino’s Pizza Enterprises on the  
acquisition of Denmark territory rights and 20 stores of  
Domino’s Pizza Scandinavia

Oct-17 Acquisition of Hallo Pizza chain of 170 stores

Aug-13 | ¥25bn Acquisition of Domino’s Pizza Japan from

Bain Capital

Jul 2019

Adviser to Deutsche Börse Group on the acquisition of  

Ausmaq Limited from NAB

Aug-21 | A$3.2bn

Financial adviser to  Education 

Australia for the  restructure of its 

40% stake

in IDP Education

Jul-21 | A$400m

Financial adviser to PointsBet  on its 

fully underwritten share  placement 

and renounceable  entitlement offer

WHAT WE OFFER
Leading independent corporate advisory firm providing  
financial and strategic advice across all areas, including:

▪ Mergers and acquisitions (public, private treaty);

▪ Divestments and demergers;

▪ Privatisation of Government owned business  
enterprises;

▪ Capital structure and dividend policy;

▪ Equity capital markets transactions (IPOs, new issues,  
market selldowns); and

▪ Debt finance and restructuring.

WHAT WE LOOK FOR
Flagstaff recruits individuals with:

▪ Strong academic results;

▪ Highly analytical and commercial acumen;

▪ Excellent interpersonal, communication  
and leadership skills; and

▪ Ability to work as part of a team and have  
a strong drive to succeed.

“As an intern at Flagstaff  
Partners, I had the opportunity to  
work directly on live transactions  
across a broad range of  
industries. Having exposure to  
clients and senior figures within  
the firm allowed me to
progress my technical  
and basic analyst skills  
in a few short
months”

HOW TO APPLY

Interested students should submit  
their cover letter, resume and  
academic transcript to:  
careers@flagstaffpartners.com

Refer to  
www.flagstaffpartners.com/careers  
for further information

“The Graduate Program has given  
me a breadth of exposure across a  
number of transactions including  
public and private market M&A.  
As a graduate at Flagstaff,
I have a platform to  
learn, grow and  
make a difference”

Madeline Jackson                               Justin Ho

Jul-21 | A$9.2bn

Advised Boral’s Board on the  

response to Seven Group’s  

unsolicited off-market

takeover bid

Aug-21 | A$41bn  Provided 
fairness opinion  for the 
proposed merger between 
BHP’s Petroleum
business and Woodside

May-21 | A$17bn

Advised The Star  

Entertainment Group for its  

indicative proposal to

merge with Crown Resorts

Nov-21 | A$165m  
Financial adviser to  
1300Smiles on its  
acquisition by BGH

Sep-21 | A$172m  
Financial adviser to  
Rubicon Water on its
$172m IPO

Jul-21 | A$3.3bn

Financial adviser to Morgan  

Stanley Infrastructure in  relation 

to the sale of its 40%  stake in 

PEXA via IPO

mailto:careers@flagstaffpartners.com
http://www.flagstaffpartners.com/careers


WHO WE ARE
FOUNDED IN 1988, OUR GOAL HAS ALWAYS BEEN SIMPLE – CONSISTENTLY DELIVER 
INNOVATIVE ADVICE THAT IS TRULY OF VALUE TO OUR CLIENTS. TODAY, GRANT SAMUEL IS 
ONE OF THE MOST RESPECTED NAMES IN CORPORATE FINANCE ACROSS THE AUSTRALIAN 
AND NEW ZEALAND MARKETS AND FURTHER AFIELD.

We are uniquely positioned. Our independence allows us to be nimble, while delivering a fully integrated 
advisory and execution capability:

 ● across all aspects of corporate finance from strategy and investment to financing and value
 ● that is underpinned by real expertise and deep experience in each discipline.

Grant Samuel offers the full breadth of corporate finance services:
 ● Corporate Advisory (M&A)
 ● Capital Advisory (Debt and Equity)
 ● Value Advisory (Valuations and Independent Expert Reports)

CAREERS AT GRANT SAMUEL
Grant Samuel offers a unique career opportunity to individuals who are interested in working in a dynamic 
and entrepreneurial environment.

SUMMER INTERNSHIP
We offer 10-week summer internship programs designed to provide highly capable and motivated 
individuals with direct hands-on experience working in a dynamic investment banking environment.
You will have the opportunity to explore the full breadth of corporate finance services including M&A, Debt & 
Equity Capital Advisory, and Value Advisory. We encourage you to work across all products and sector teams 
that interest you, to provide you a tailored and well-rounded experience. 
From the outset, we are invested in you and your development. You will work closely with experienced deal 
teams, develop your corporate finance skillset and gain exposure to our senior team on live transactions. 
The internship experience at Grant Samuel allows you to explore what interests you within an investment 
banking career. 
We are firmly committed to providing a clear path to permanent graduate employment for successful interns 
at the conclusion of the internship. You will have the opportunity to commence your career in investment 
banking at one of Australia’s leading independent corporate advisory firms.

HOW TO APPLY
Apply on our website via the Grant Samuel Careers Page.
Applications will open in April. Applications will be assessed on a rolling basis, so we encourage candidates 
to submit their applications (resume and academic transcript) ahead of the deadline listed on the Grant 
Samuel Careers Page. Candidates selected for interviews will be contacted via telephone or email within a 
week of applications closing.

WHO WE LOOK FOR 
We consider candidates from any academic background who:

 ● are currently pursuing a university degree with a strong academic record
 ● have a genuine interest in corporate finance
 ● enjoy working as part of a team
 ● are highly motivated and enthusiastic with a desire to learn
 ● are well-rounded with outside interests
 ● have strong problem-solving capabilities
 ● are excellent communicators with strong interpersonal skills
 ● are Australian citizens or have the right to work in Australia.



CORPORATE ADVISORY

CAPITAL ADVISORY

VALUE ADVISORY

MORE INFORMATION
For more information please visit our website: https://www.grantsamuel.com.au/

$1.7bn

Adviser on the acquisition 
and financing of Qube’s 

Moorebank Logistics Park
2021

Adviser on acquisition of 
carbon farming business 

Climate Friendly
2021

NZ$1.15bn

Adviser on  
initial public offering

2021

$335m

Adviser on  
IPO debt financing

2021

Independent report on 
proposed merger of  

Oil Search and Santos
2021

$600m

Adviser on  
refinance of existing  

debt facilities
2021

Adviser on acquisition  
of Premium Funding and 

Principal Finance
2021

$800m

Adviser on monetisation 
options and ultimate sale of 
~50% of industrial portfolio

2020

$920m

Adviser on bank debt 
renegotiation

2019

Independent report on 
proposed demerger of 

Endeavour Group Limited
2021

US$1.4bn

Adviser on sale of 49% interest 
in Tianqi Lithium Energy 

Australia (TLEA) to IGO Ltd
2021

Adviser on sale of a 
majority interest to Amber 

Infrastructure
2021

$1.6bn

Adviser on  
refinancing of bank and 

guarantee facilities
2020

$10.9bn

Independent report on 
acquisition proposal from  

Coca-Cola European Partners
2021

$1.8bn

Adviser on  
acquisition financing  

for Z Energy
2021

Adviser on partnership and 
50% sale to Apollo Global 

Management
2021

$8.0bn

Independent report on  
off-market takeover offer  

from Seven Group
2021

US$2bn

Adviser on 
US144a issuance under  
the GMTN programme

2021

$550m+

Adviser on strategic review 
and acquisition by JBS via 

scheme of arrangement
2021

$900m 

Adviser on  
bank debt refinancing 

2019



About Us 

Greenhill & Co. is a leading independent corporate advisory  
firm listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: GHL).  
The firm provides financial advice globally on significant  
mergers, acquisitions, divestments, restructurings, financings  
and capital raisings to corporations, partnerships, institutions  
and governments.

We serve a wide range of clients looking for unconflicted  
advice and assistance on their most important strategic  
matters.

Greenhill’s focus is on advisory work. We have no research,  
trading, lending or related activities. Instead we remain  
dedicated to providing conflict-free and client-focused advice.

Global Reach 

Headquartered in New York, we have 15 offices across the  
globe.

What We Offer

Greenhill offers team members unrivalled deal exposure and  
the opportunity to work directly with leading practitioners in  
cross-border M&A, capital markets and strategic advisory  
assignments.

The 'Analyst' role is a position for the brightest and most  
capable university graduates. Greenhill provides its Analysts  
with the specialist training required to give them a strong  
foundation in the skills they need to begin a successful career  
in corporate advisory, through on the job training.

Greenhill Australia also offers winter and summer Analyst  
internship opportunities for undergraduates in the June – July  
and November – February periods prior to their final year of  
studies.

Unique Opportunity

The majority of Analysts’ time is spent working within small,  
focused teams on mergers and acquisitions advisory and  
capital markets assignments. An Analyst position at Greenhill  
provides unparalleled exposure to senior professionals and  
clients. The essential skills that our training program provides  
are continually developed by the experience of working with  
senior advisory professionals across a wide range of  
assignments.

Welcome to Greenhill
A unique global corporate advisory firm

Frankfurt
San  

Francisco
Tokyo

Sydney

Stockholm

Houston

Melbourne

LondonToronto  
Chicago

Hong Kong

Singapore

Tel Aviv  
(Alliance  
Partner)

Paris
New York Madrid



What We Look For 

Given the complex nature of the firm’s work and 
the  high standards our clients and colleagues 
expect,  Greenhill looks to recruit only the brightest 
and most  capable individuals. Our graduate and 
internship  intakes are therefore highly selective. 
We seek  candidates with:

▪ An outstanding analytical mind and 
academic  performance;

▪ Excellent financial awareness and 
commercial  understanding;

▪ Strong interpersonal and communication skills 
and  well-developed leadership qualities;

▪ Integrity, initiative, motivation and commitment; 
and

▪ The ability to work as part of a team in a 
fast-paced,  dynamic and intellectual 
environment.

Oct-2021
A$421m

Adviser to Intega Group  
Limited on its cash sale to  
Kiwa N.V. via scheme of  

arrangement

Deal Exposure

Selected Recent Australian Transactions Selected Recent Global Transactions

Dec-2021
A$175m

Adviser to CTM on the  
acquisition of Helloworld’s  

corporate and entertainment  
travel business, and associated

$100m equity raising

Mar-2020  
US$10.6b

Adviser to Tesco plc, on the  
sale of its Thailand and  
Malaysia businesses to  

Charoen Pokphand Group

Aug-2019  
US$1.9b

Adviser to Gannett Co. in  
relation to its cash and stock  

merger with New Media  
Investment Group

Aug-2021
c.A$100m

Adviser to Mable Technologies  
on a minority investment from  

General Atlantic

Oct-2019  
US$2.7b

Adviser to Special Committee  
of Canfor on its go private  

transaction with Great Pacific  
Capital, an affiliate of The Jim  

Pattison Group

Jul-2021
A$125m

Adviser to Youfoodz Holdings  
Limited on its cash sale to  

HelloFresh SE via scheme of  
arrangement

Nov-2021
A$490m

Adviser to Liontown Resources  
on its A$490m equity raise for  
development of the Kathleen  

Valley Lithium Project

Jun-2021
A$11b

Adviser to Milton Corporation  
on its merger with Washington
H. Soul Patts and Company  

Limited effected via scheme of
Arrangement

Apr-2021
A$5.7b

Adviser to Dexus and the  
Dexus Wholesale Property  

Fund (DWPF) on the takeover  
of AMP Capital Diversified  
Property Fund (ADPF) and  

merger with ADPF

Dec-2019  
US$45.4b

Adviser to IFF on its merger  
with DuPont’s Nutrition &  

Biosciences Division

Nov-2021
Confidential

Adviser to Pet Circle on 
its  Series C funding 

round

Nov-2021
Confidential

Adviser to Lion on the  
acquisitions of Bell’s Brewery  
(in 2021) and New Belgium  

Brewing (2019), creating the #1  
craft brewer in the US market

Nov-2021  
US$7.6b

Adviser to Bouygues Group on  
the acquisition of Equans, a  

leading multi-technical services  
provider

Nov-20  
US$1.5b

Adviser to Cirque du Soleil on  
its sale through a Sale and  

Investment Solicitation Process  
(SISP)

2023 Graduate Analyst Program – Sydney and 
Melbourne
Applications open from: 7 February
Deadline for Applications: 23 March

2022 Winter Internship – Sydney and Melbourne
Applications open from: 4 February
Deadline for Applications: 15 March
2022 / 2023 Summer Internship – 
Sydney
Applications open from:  

Deadline for Applications:

16 
May
25 July

2022 / 2023 Summer Internship – Melbourne
Applications open from: 16 May
Deadline for Applications: 18 July

All applications (including Cover Letter, CV and 
Academic  Transcripts) must be made via:
australiaanalystrecruit@greenhill.com
Further information on the firm can be found 

at:  www.greenhill.com

Application Deadlines

mailto:australiaanalystrecruit@greenhill.com
http://www.greenhill.com/


GRESHAM 
PARTNERS What does Gresham offer?

Gresham offers internships for penultimate 
year students looking to experience life as an 
investment banking analyst.

As an intern you will work directly with our 
mergers and acquisitions specialists in a fast-
paced environment, applying your analytical 
skillset to support our team sourcing and 
closing significant corporate transactions.

What do we look for?

•  Penultimate year of study
•  Strong academic record
•  Highly motivated, enthusiastic with a strong 

desire to learn new concepts
•  Strong team players
•  Complex problem solvers and diverse 

thinkers
•  Well-rounded and take an interest in extra-

curricular activities
•  Excellent communicators
•  Keen interest in financial markets

Australia’s most established 

independent corporate 

advisory and funds 

management boutique. 

We have offices in Sydney, 

Melbourne and Perth and 

have been providing high 

quality independent advice 

to Australian corporates 

since 1985

Gresham has recently executed transactions for:



CORPORATE ADVISORY
Independent M&A and financial 

advisory business

DEBT ADVISORY
Independent debt solutions 

including debt advisory, financial 
restructuring and structured 

capital

•  Interns and graduates are considered a core 
element within our high-performing execution 
team 

•  Our junior team provides coverage across M&A, 
debt financing and private equity transactions 

•  Australia’s oldest boutique with deeply embedded 
relationships across corporate Australia means 
a higher proportion of our time is spent on live 
execution 

•  Lean deal teams means more responsibility at the 
junior level

•  As we operate under a generalist model, junior 
bankers gain exposure to all industry groups 
including market-leading practices across 
infrastructure, property, energy, healthcare, retail 
and private equity

•  Collaborative and supportive team culture which 
respects individual contributions

•  Take ownership of your career and follow your 
own ideas

What sets Gresham apart as a platform for a career in financial services:

•  Visit https://www.gresham.com.au/careers/ and submit your CV, transcript and cover letter
•  Applications for summer internships open in May and close 2 August 2022

How to apply:

FUNDS MANAGEMENT
Manager of specialist funds:

property funds, private capital, 
funds placement, capital raising 
and resources royalties funds



icapartners.com.au/careers

We are a boutique corporate advisory firm lead by an executive team who have extensive  
domestic and international experience. ICA has carved a niche as experts in the 
infrastructure,  energy (including renewable energy), and natural resources sectors with 
strong client  relationships.

With us you can…

∙ Take control of your future and join a team that values you and your career

∙ Be involved in market leading transactions and develop your skillset

∙ Enable clients to make a positive impact in their industry

Deadlines for Student and Graduate Programs
2023 Graduate Program: 29th March 2022
2022 Women in Banking Scholarship and Winter Internship: 19th April 2022  

2022/23 Summer Internship Program: 2nd August 2022



Campus Recruitment
The team at ICA Partners is ideas-driven, entrepreneurial and collaborative, providing 
innovative  solutions to clients across a wide range of transaction types.

Our broad, longstanding industry relationships and excellent market knowledge means 
we offer  leading advice to clients focusing on the following sectors:

● Infrastructure, Transport and Utilities
● Renewable Energy
● Mining and Metals

Our principals have held senior positions at global investment banks (including Goldman 
Sachs, UBS,  Macquarie, JP Morgan, ABN AMRO and RBS) and are complemented by a 
team of experienced  advisory professionals.

We are committed to recruiting and developing a diverse workforce that share our high 
level of  professionalism, integrity and confidentiality to clients.

What We Offer
● Meaningful involvement in market leading transactions
● A generalist environment - gain knowledge in a variety of sectors
● Develop your skillset working closely with our senior team
● Exposure to a diverse and market leading client base
● Join a fast-paced, collaborative and high-performance workforce

What We Look For
● Strong desire for a career in corporate and project finance
● Excellent analytical and quantitative reasoning skills and commercial awareness
● Demonstrated ability to learn quickly and show initiative
● High energy, someone who thrives in a collaborative team environment
● Outstanding interpersonal and communication skills

How to Apply
2023 Graduate program: applications close 29th March 2022
2022 Women in Banking Scholarship + Winternship: applications close 19th April 

2022  2022/23 Summer internship program: applications close 2nd August 2022

To apply, please email your cover letter, resume and academic transcript to our recruitment 
team at:  recruitment@icapartners.com.au

For more information, visit: icapartners.com.au/careers/

mailto:recruitment@icapartners.com.au


Jarden is a leading trans-Tasman full service investment bank providing advisory,  
risk and capital solutions to some of Australasia’s highest performing companies.  
We’re spearheaded by an industry-leading team, continuing our extensive New  
Zealand track record of success extending nearly 60 years.

We are driven by our values and believe in fostering an entrepreneurial and  
collegiate atmosphere. Everyone regardless of rank or tenure is equally  
responsible for leading with their ideas and fostering a collaborative culture.

Our team is deep in talent - and we hire people we know will put our clients first.  
We attract those who have the confidence to set goals that go above and  
beyond what is expected.

You will be empowered to make decisions and have your ideas heard. Everyday is  
an opportunity to improve, so we are always trying to be better tomorrow than we 
were today.

Internship and graduate program opportunities:
• 2023 graduate program application deadline:

Melbourne and Sydney - applications close on 28 March 2022
• 2022 / 23 summer internship application deadlines:  

Melbourne - applications close on 19 July 2022  Sydney 
- applications close on 2 August 2022

jardengroup.com.au/careers

Shape your future at Jarden



© 2022 Jefferies LLC.

INVESTMENT BANKING | EQUITIES | FIXED INCOME | ASSET MANAGEMENT | WEALTH MANAGEMENT

Experience the Jefferies Difference
Jefferies is a global, client-focused investment bank which is entrepreneurial and fast-paced, and we have  grown 
significantly over the last 10 years. Our strong global growth has enabled significant geographical  expansion, 
including the establishment of our Australian office in 2018, led by Michael Stock.

The firm provides research and execution services in equity, fixed income, and foreign exchange markets, as  well as 
a full range of investment banking services including underwriting, M&A, restructuring and  recapitalisation, and has 
operations across the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australia.

Application Submission

Winter Internship
Apply by 15th March 2022

Summer Internship
Apply by 2nd August 2022

www.jefferies.com/Careers

Global and Broad Exposure
Interns at Jefferies will have unique exposure to a broad  
range of coverage areas across M&A, Equity Capital  Markets 
and Debt Capital Markets, and have the ability to  create a 
lasting network of peers, junior and senior  bankers, both 
locally and globally.

The Jefferies Australia team structure affords Interns the  
opportunity to work closely with our founding bankers  and 
senior leadership on the origination and execution of  both 
public market and private transactions. Interns will  
experience working in a team with global connectivity  and 
be part of an exciting and growing platform in the  Australian 
market.

Jefferies: The Global Investment Banking Firm
2022 WINTER & SUMMER INTERNSHIPS – AUSTRALIA

http://www.jefferies.com/Careers




About Us
Lazard Australia is a leading corporate advisory firm  
serving Australia and New Zealand-based clients.  Since 1 
July 2021, Lazard Australia has been owned  by its staff. 
We have a strategic alliance with Lazard,  the world’s 
largest independent investment bank  with a presence in 
25 countries across 40 offices. Our  client relationships 
are built on trust and discretion.
Lazard Australia relies on its depth of expertise across  all 
industry sectors, in particular in renewables,  energy, 
infrastructure, healthcare, technology and  government 
advisory to provide exceptional results  to clients. We 
provide market-leading services in  M&A and strategic 
advisory, restructuring, capital  markets advisory and 
shareholder advisory. Lazard  Australia’s team has 
advised on some of the largest  M&A deals in Australia 
and continues to advise on  landmark transactions.

Why Should a Student Work Here?

The continuing uncertainty of global financial  markets 
has focused companies’ attention on the  quality and 
unbiased nature of financial advice they  receive from 
investment banks and advisory houses.  Given the 
independent nature of the advice Lazard  Australia 
provides, clients turn to the firm to deal  with many 
different scenarios, from acquisitions to  restructuring, 
and as a result the work is always  interesting and 
thought-provoking.

Lazard Australia generates significant deal flow that  
ensures graduates are continually challenged and  
stimulated. Small deal teams and a non-hierarchical  
organisational structure allow graduates to work  directly 
with some of the most experienced advisors  in Australia.

Lazard Australia has a unique business structure, with  its 
local ownership being optimally suited for  Australian 
market conditions, whilst also enjoying the  benefits of 
being part of Lazard’s global network.

Recent significant Lazard Australia 
transactions  include advising:

● Renewable energy developer, Epuron on its sale  to 
Ark Energy

● EBOS on its $1.3bn acquisition of Lifehealthcare
● Newcrest Mining on its US$2.8bn acquisition of  

Pretivm Resources
● Commonwealth Bank on the $3bn IPO of PEXA
● Meridian Energy on its $730m sale of Meridian  

Energy Australia to Shell and ICG
● Sales of 3 separate clinical research laboratories  

businesses valued at ~$5bn: Agilex, 360biolabs  and 
Bioagilytix

1 Press estimated deal value. Actual deal value not disclosed.

● Tilt Renewables on its $2.7bn sale to PowAR /  
Mercury Capital

● TPG Capital on its sale of a ~12% stake in  Novotech
● Infigen Energy on its takeover response and

$1.4bn sale to Iberdrola
● Newcrest Mining on its $1.1bn equity raise to  

purchase the Fruta del Norte mine finance  facilities
● Commonwealth Bank on its divestment of the  

AUSIEX trading platform
● Tilt Renewables on its $1.1bn sale of Snowtown  2 

wind farm 1

● QIC and Schipol on their $700m  acquisition of  a 
70% stake in Hobart Airport

● The Commonwealth Government on its $7.8bn  
acquisition of Snowy Hydro from the NSW and  
Victorian state governments

Recent significant Lazard transactions 
globally  include advising:
● Macquarie Infrastructure Corporation on its  US$4.5bn 

sale of Atlantic Aviation to KKR
● Rolls-Royce on its €1.8bn sale of ITO Aero to a  

consortium led by Bain Capital
● Saudi Aramco on its US$29.4bn IPO, the largest  ever 

IPO, valuing the company at US$1.7 trillion
● The governments of Argentina (US$66bn) and  Ecuador 

(US$17bn) on their debt restructuring  during COVID-19
● A-B InBev on its c.A$16bn sale of Carlton &  United 

Breweries to Asahi
● Google on its US$2.6bn acquisition of Looker  and 

US$2.1bn acquisition of Fitbit
● Unibail-Rodamco on its US$24.7bn acquisition  of 

Westfield
● LVMH Moët Hennessy Louis Vuitton on   its

€6.5bn acquisition of Christian Dior Couture
● Dow Chemicals’ on its US$130bn merger of  equals with 

DuPont
● H.J. Heinz, 3G Capital and Warren Buffet on  Heinz’s 

US$115bn merger with Kraft Foods  (sole financial 
advisor)

● A-B InBev on its US$122bn acquisition of  SABMiller 
(lead financial advisor)

Recruitment Deadlines (TBC)
Sydney
■ Graduate applications: Early April
■ Internship applications: Late July

Melbourne
■ Graduate applications: Early April
■ Internship applications: Mid July



www.luminispartners.com

Luminis has experienced strong growth since it launched in 2015. Renowned for its industry-leading high 
calibre Partners and strategic M&A advice – Interns and Analysts at Luminis gain in-depth exposure across 
all sectors. Global Corporate Advisory firm Evercore has an investment in Luminis. We are now inviting 
ambitious and well-rounded applicants to join our team.

Market Leading Independent Advice
Elite Investment Banking Experience
A meritocracy for people and ideas. 

Financial Adviser

A$1.3bn

Jul-2021

Defence Adviser

A$788m          

Jul-2021

Defence Adviser

A$1.5bn        

Aug-2019

Financial Adviser

A$725m        

Aug-2018

(AU Life Insurance)

Financial Adviser

A$1.4bn 

Jun-2020

Financial Adviser

A$700m         

Apr-2020

Financial Adviser

A$1.6bn        

Sep-2017



How to Apply
Visit luminispartners.com/careers for all information including our application process, cut-off dates and key events.

About Us
We are a leading independent corporate advisory and 
investment banking firm founded by some of the most 
experienced corporate advisers in the Australian market. We 
specialise in providing the highest quality, independent advice 
on strategy, M&A and capital markets activities.

In addition, premier global NYSE-listed advisory firm Evercore 
(c.USD $7 billion market capitalisation, 27 offices worldwide) 
has a minority investment and global strategic alliance with 
Luminis that serves our global client base.

What We Are Looking For
Building on our strong momentum and rapid growth since 
launching in 2015, we are seeking bright young minds and 
future industry leaders to develop a long-term career with us. 
We enjoy meeting candidates with:

▪ A keen and genuine interest in markets and M&A

▪ Analytical and complex problem-solving skills

▪ Entrepreneurial spirit (people who create opportunities 
rather than wait for them)

▪ ‘Hands on’ self-starter attitude

▪ A range of genuine interests outside of university

▪ Strong academic record

What You Can Expect
Luminis Partners offers a unique opportunity to work with 
and learn from the leading advisers in the Australian market.

▪ Senior exposure on blue-chip deals: Work directly with 
Partners and Directors on live high-profile transactions 
across the investment banking spectrum

▪ Well rounded development: Build skills and experience 
working across multiple industries and learn how to 
translate your sector experiences for clients in different 
fields

▪ No rigid hierarchy: Immediate opportunity to advance 
your career in a merit-based culture 

▪ Strap yourself in for growth: Be integrally involved in the 
firm’s continued ramp-up and success

Employee Profile

What attracted you to join Luminis Partners?

There are a number of reasons but primarily because of 
Luminis’ unique position in the market. The firm is only 7 years 
old but consistently competes with leading banks ‘across the 
street’ for top-tier mandates. Luminis runs a lean business 
model so I knew that as an Analyst I could look forward to 
better access to senior bankers and major clients. I was also 
attracted to the firm’s generalist model, which meant that I 
would be able to get hands-on experience across a number of 
different industries to discover my own sector interests. Lastly, 
the Partners at Luminis are well-known for advising on some of 
the largest and most complex transactions in Australia, so I was 
confident I’d be learning from the best.

What are the most rewarding aspects of your role?

The learning opportunity for Junior Analysts at Luminis is real. 
As a junior banker, you are given a unique opportunity to 
engage with Partners, senior bankers, clients and the global 
Evercore network on a daily basis. This has accelerated my 
professional development and allowed me to better understand 
the nuances and strategic considerations of the transaction 
life-cycle. The generalist model is another real highlight, 
granting exposure to a broad range of industries and a diverse 
set of clients from various backgrounds. In my first year, I’ve 
worked across Industrials, Financials, Consumer Retail and 
Healthcare sectors. The Partners at Luminis also make a 
conscious effort to ensure that as an Analyst you have the 
ability to work with different teams on each transaction, which 
helps to develop a balanced and well-rounded set of skills.

What advice do you have for anybody looking to join Luminis 
Partners?

Send your application in early! Invest time and focus in a 
tailored cover letter. If you’re offered an interview, be sure to 
stay up-to-date with the financial press and are following M&A 
deals currently in-market. Most importantly, don’t be afraid to 
be yourself and show some genuine personality. Everyone 
works together at Luminis, so cultural fit is crucial and often the 
determinative factor which distinguishes stand-out candidates.

Name: Philipp Resch

Title: Analyst  

Year joined: 2021

“[Luminis Partners] are known for their 
willingness to go all out in the interests of 
clients. To use a sporting analogy, no one 
bats harder or bowls faster or has the 
martial arts to win.”

“Luminis brings to the market the best 
attributes of the boutique, independent, 
and global-reach advisory models all 
wrapped into one.”

“A portion of the profits of Luminis 
Partners will be directed to Luminis 
Foundation for causes in the community 
focused on arts, education, health and 
welfare.”

2022/23 Summer Internship Program
Applications Close: Wednesday, 13 July 2022

2022 Winter Internship Program
Applications Close: Monday, 7 March 2022



linkedin.com/company/MAFinancialmafinancial.com/careers/

MA Financial Group, is an ASX-listed financial services 
firm  specializing in asset management, lending, 
corporate advisory  and equities.

Launched in 2009, we have advised on transactions 
worth  over $100 billion and assisted clients to raise 
$11.5 billion in  equity capital markets. Today, we have 
over $6.1 billion in  assets under management and a 
team of 300+ working  across Sydney, Melbourne, 
London, Beijing and Shanghai.

Our Corporate Advisory and Equities division, MA 
Moelis  Australia, provides strategic and financial advice 
for mergers  and acquisitions, equity capital markets, 
debt capital markets,  IPOs, real estate, restructuring 
and recapitalisations.

We look to employ the brightest individuals, to 
unlock potential  and to nurture and invest in 
innovative ideas that create better  outcomes for our 
clients.

With a MA Moelis Australia Internship or Graduate 
opportunity,  you will be mentored by and work 
alongside some of the  industry’s best.

Focused on practical learning with real life edge, 
from day

one you will enjoy structured on-the-job training, 
live hands-on  transaction experience, exposure to a 
global network of  respected investment banking 
professionals, and the  opportunity to establish and 
grow your professional network.

The result? You’ll be equipped with unparalleled 
industry  insights and a solid understanding of 
what it takes to become  a high performing 
investment banker.

Opportunities

2022/23 Summer 
Internship
Melbourne close: July 
2022
Sydney close: August 
2022
Applications

For further information 
on  application closing 
dates and  to apply, 
please visit
mafinancial.com/careers/

Recent transactions
2021    2021

2021 2021

A$1.2bn  
Debt restructuring

A$620m  
Acquisition of  

Halcyon Group

       Financial 
Advisor to  
Speedcast

US$144m Acquisition  
of Reconstruction  

Experts and A$230m  
Equity Raising

Exclusive Financial 
Advisor

Financial 
Advisor

    Joint Lead 
Manager  and 
Underwriter

Acquisition by  
Publicis Groupe

Financial 
Advisor  to 
CitrusAd

Acquisition by  
Busy Bees

Early Learning Australia

Financial Advisor 
to  Think 
Childcare

          2021

Property REIT

Market Cap: A$344m  
Raise: A$128m

Initial Public Offering

Financial Advisor, Joint 
Lead  Manager and 

Bookrunner

2021

A$145m Acquisition of  
Finsure A$100m  Equity 
raise via  institutional 

placement
Sole Financial Advisor to 

MA,  JLM & Joint 
Bookrunner

2021        2021

$265m  
Recapitalisation

Sole Financial 
Advisor to  Freedom 

Foods

      2021

          COF
A$201m

Non-renounceable  
Entitlement Offer



Morgan Stanley

Page 51  | FMAA CAREERS GUIDE

Morgan Stanley is a leading global financial services firm providing investment banking, securities, 
investment management and wealth management services. With offices in more than 41 countries, 
Morgan Stanley is dedicated to providing our clients the finest thinking, products and services to 
help them achieve even the most challenging goals.
Interested to launch your career with us? Our Australia, Singapore and Hong Kong offices offer 
2022/2023 internship opportunities across different divisions. We would like to invite students 
studying in Australia or New Zealand from any discipline, with a genuine interest in the financial 
industry, to apply. 

Scholarships

Women in Banking Scholarships (Sydney & Melbourne offices)
A monetary award of AUD 5,000 and a 2022/23 Summer Analyst position at our Sydney or Melbourne 
office, with potential pipeline to a full-time Analyst position in 2023
Eligibility: Female students in penultimate year of study (graduating in late 2023 or early 2024) with a 
strong interest to pursue a career in banking. Applicants must have the right to remain in Australia to work 
and study.

Application deadline: April 10, 2022 (noon AEST)

Internship Opportunities

Summer Analyst Program (Sydney & Melbourne offices)
Internship period: November/December 2022 – February 2023

Hiring Divisions: Investment Banking Division, Global Capital Markets, Investment Management, Wealth 
Management

Eligibility: Penultimate year students graduating in late 2023 or early 2024 who have the right to work in 
Australia

To apply for the above, please visit www.morganstanley.com/campus 

For more information

Read this article where Michelle, an Associate in our Investment Banking Division, shares her career 
journey at Morgan Stanley after graduation in Australia

Discover Application Resources and find out about our Careers, Colleagues and Culture. 

For enquiries, please email us at asia.recruit@morganstanley.com

OPPORTUNITIES

http://www.morganstanley.com/campus
https://www.morganstanley.com/profiles/michelle-investment-banking-division-hong-kong
http://www.morganstanley.com/people-opportunities/students-graduates/resources/
http://www.morganstanley.com/articles/work-at-morgan-stanley
mailto:asia.recruit@morganstanley.com






HOW WE DO BUSINESS

Diversity and inclusion are key to our core values, informing everything we do – from building leadership 
capabilities to encouraging everyone to bring their authentic selves to their roles. This philosophy earns us 
many awards and accolades, including our 2021 Catalyst Award and our 100% score from the Human 
Rights Commission, recognizing our firm as one of the Best Places to Work for LGBT Equality.

RBC Capital Markets
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At RBC Capital Markets, the greatest investment we make is in our people and we’re always looking 
for bright, motivated people to join our team. With over 6,400 employees in 58 offices across 14 
countries, we are one of the world’s largest investment banks, partnering with more than 15,500 
clients who benefit from our advice, products, and services. Our global presence extends across 
Canada and the United States, the U.K. and Europe, Asia and Australia.
 
Since RBC Capital Markets entered the Australian market as a full service investment bank over 20 
years ago, we have earned a reputation as a trusted corporate finance and M&A advisor, supported 
by our debt, equity, and loan origination businesses. Our corporate advisory team has led some of 
Australia’s highest profile deals for governments, pension and superannuation funds, corporations 
and private equity. Our highly skilled Global Markets professionals partner with clients to deliver 
sales, trading, structuring and research expertise across equity and fixed income markets. 

As Canada's biggest bank, and one of the largest in the world based on market capitalization, we 
recognize our role in accelerating clean economic growth and helping our clients and communities thrive 
in a socially inclusive transition to a net-zero economy.  RBC Capital Markets’ dedicated Sustainable 
Finance Group works in partnership across our platform to integrate ESG factors into businesses, 
delivering advice and solutions to our clients creating a positive impact on the world.

A SUSTAINABLE LEADER

WHY CHOOSE RBC CAPITAL MARKETS?

How we do business is as important as what we do. Our Purpose is simple but deeply meaningful – Help 
Our Clients Thrive and Communities Prosper – and our success as a company is defined by the long-term 
well-being of the people we serve, the places in which we operate, and the planet that we will leave to 
future generations. Our Vision is to be among the world’s most trusted and successful financial institutions 
and how we will achieve this is through our Values. A strong, values-driven culture has always been part of 
the fabric of RBC.

CULTIVATING INCLUSIVE TALENT

We provide you with a great working environment, opportunities to learn and grow and we’ll support and 
encourage your career. Formal training programs complement on-the-job learning and, as a major global 
player in financial services, we consider internal mobility an important tool in your career development. 





Stanton Road Partners
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Stanton Road Partners is a fast-growing, boutique corporate advisory firm, led by some of the most 
senior and experienced investment bankers in the market. We provide specialist, conflict-free 
financial and strategic advice across mergers, acquisitions, divestments, defence, and capital 
markets. 
Since establishment in 2019, the firm has built a strong reputation within the industry for our 
execution excellence, hands-on senior leadership, and unparalleled traction with market-leading 
private equity, public market and corporate clients.
We strive to be the most trusted advisor in the Australasian market.

We consider any candidates in their penultimate or final year of study with a:

▪ Keen and genuine interest in corporate finance and M&A
▪ Problem-solving and analytical mindset
▪ Strong inter-personal and communication skillset
▪ Curiosity and enthusiasm to learn
▪ Strong academic record from any university degree 
▪ Well-rounded background with extra-curricular interests

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY

2022 Winter Internship Program 
Applications close: 23 March 2022

2022 Summer Internship Program
Applications close: 26 July 2022

For further information on program closing dates and to apply, please visit the Careers page on our 
website: https://www.stantonroad.com.au/

OPPORTUNITIES

Stanton Road Partners provides a unique career development opportunity within the industry. We 
distinguish ourselves from our peers by providing the ability to:

▪ Work in a tight-knit, hands-on team environment operating across a flat structure
▪ Develop a strong technical and commercial skillset through live transaction experience across 

diverse sectors in private equity, public market and corporate company transactions
▪ Gain valuable exposure working closely with senior team members and high-profile clients
▪ Take control of your future and form a long-term pathway with a team genuinely invested in your 

career development

Stanton Road Partners is building the foundations of an inter-generational advisory platform. We offer 
Winter and Summer Internship programs to individuals who are interested in working in a dynamic and 
entrepreneurial environment. Our opportunities provide a clear path to graduate employment with our firm.
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As one of Australia’s largest listed companies, we’re proud of our longstanding contribution to 
Australians. Wesfarmers achievements are deeply rooted in the desire to continually reinvent 
ourselves for the brands we stand behind, destinations that many Aussies call home. Think retailers 
like Bunnings, Kmart, Target, Catch and Officeworks. Our work doesn’t stop there, we operate in the 
industrials sector which supplies the nation with chemicals, energy and fertilisers, industrial and  
safety products and most recently- Lithium

Be able to demonstrate… 
▪ a high level of motivation to analyse and understand complex investment and strategic issues

▪ excellent academic results in your chosen discipline (weighted average mark of 70% or higher)

▪ double degree or postgraduate qualification preferable

▪ strong interpersonal and organisational skills

▪ the ability to write clearly and speak articulately

▪ strong analytical and problem-solving abilities

▪ outstanding drive and initiative

▪ relevant work experience is desirable but not essential

▪ an inquisitive mind!

Join the team
The Wesfarmers Business Development team provides strategic and investment research, analysis 
and recommendations to senior executives and the Board. The team is an integral part of 
Wesfarmers’ financial, strategic and commercial decision-making process for the Wesfarmers’ Group 
and Divisions.

Graduates who join our Business Development team apply and develop their skills on a diverse 
range of investment and strategic projects, including mergers, acquisitions, divestments, capital 
structure considerations, major capital investments and strategic decisions for the Wesfarmers’ 
divisions. Working as a Graduate Analyst on these projects, you will be encouraged to contribute to 
strategic thinking as well as providing in-depth research and analysis.

We place an emphasis on learning whilst working on live projects with experienced team members, 
as well as providing relevant training and professional development, which will ensure that you are 
challenged and supported while developing as a future leader.

The Business Development team has a long track record of developing future leaders of the 
business including the current Group Managing Director and Chief Financial Officer. Team members 
at all levels will have the opportunity to consider divisional placement roles across multiple industries 
and functions from short term secondment to permanent positions.



Our Culture 
We’re results focused, but we’re a business that cares. Here we are less about titles and more 
about everyone playing a valuable role. We provide autonomy and space with freedom to 
operate, quickly learning from mistakes because we know they are part of the way forward. 
We’re curious, open minded, and collaborative. And although we’re thought leaders, we’re 
humble, and willing to share knowledge and learn from one another.                           

We know that diversity fosters greater innovation and better customer connection, so we strive to 
create an inclusive and diverse work environment. This means promoting the development of 
our people and fostering a sense of belonging irrespective of gender, ethnicity, generation, 
flexible work status, family circumstances, sexual orientation or disability.

How to apply for the Business Development 
Graduate Analyst Opportunity 
Please merge your cover letter, resume and academic transcript into one document and click on 
the ‘Apply’ button on the Wesfarmers Grad Connection page 
(https://au.gradconnection.com/employers/wesfarmers/). In your cover letter please include one 
paragraph (approx. 100 words) outlining your best investment proposal or strategic idea for 
Wesfarmers. Please also specify whether you have a preference for the Perth or Sydney office or 
are applying for both locations.

Applications open 1 March 2022 and close 30 March 2022

Interviews will be held in April with offers made in May. Successful candidates will commence in 
January 2023 (consideration may be given to alternative commencement dates).

For brief enquiries please contact Human Resources on (08) 9327 4223. Please note that to be 
considered for this opportunity you are required to have the full working rights to live and work in 
Australia. 

We’re hiring the best and the brightest talent in Australia. Let’s start to explore the possibilities of 
achieving great things together. For more information, visit our website at 
https://www.wesfarmers.com.au
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https://au.gradconnection.com/employers/wesfarmers/
https://www.wesfarmers.com.au/


Professional Services
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‘Professional Services’ is a buzzword that is used often but rarely understood. Let us explain what to  

expect from a career in the Professional Services industry.

Professional Services firms serve the role of providing clients with expert knowledge, solutions and  

assistance in order to strengthen their businesses overall. This includes things such as providing tax  

advice, supporting a company with accounting services, or providing business recommendations. The  

nature of this work means that Professional Services firms help to improve productivity and growth  across 

the economy.

Typically, a Professional Services firm is comprised of four main service lines: Audit, Tax, Consulting  and 

Corporate Finance. Another service line that is rapidly growing is Private Clients. In this area,  employees 

focus on providing advice to small businesses so that individuals achieve their financial  goals as efficiently 

as possible.

The Professional Services sector offers students the opportunity to grow and work across a diverse  range 

of industries. Through their numerous service lines, these vibrant firms assist a vast array of  clients 

including government bodies, non profit organizations and private and public entities.

Accordingly, working within Professional Services gives individuals the opportunity to understand the  

complexities of different businesses. No two days are the same when working in Professional  Services.

It is rare to find this level of diversity in a comparable sector. Most Professional Services firms offer  a range 

of graduate programs as well as cadetship and internship opportunities, where applicants  are able to 

experience the firm’s offering and culture.

If you aren’t sure about which area you want to work in, Professional Services firms probably have  the 

answer for you. Students who are passionate, well-rounded and enjoy being challenged with  fresh work 

experiences should consider a career in Professional Services.
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Anonymous Internship Review

Did you enjoy your internship experience?

Yes, I had a great time! Over the summer, I 
interned in the Strategy & Transactions division 
at a Big 4 accounting firm in two service lines - 
Mergers & Acquisitions and Transaction 
Diligence - with a rotation half-way through. As a 
commerce student considering a future career in 
professional services, I thought this was a pretty 
valuable experience and gave me a clearer idea 
of what I want to pursue after university.

What did you do on a day-to-day basis on 
your internship?

Each day was a bit different, but mostly I was 
involved in doing accounting work and due 
diligence checks, with tasks including: looking at 
contracts, inserting data into spreadsheets, 
creating slides for a slide deck. I also sat in a lot 
of meetings which I found was a great learning 
experience, and took the initiative to ask the 
associates if there were any additional tasks I 
could take on when there was less work to do. 

What did you find most difficult and what was 
your favourite part?

I would have to say that initially it was super 
nerve-wracking, because I felt like I needed to 
know exactly what I was doing - which is 
unrealistic because we are just uni students and 
the partners totally understand that. There is a lot 
of learning that occurs on the job. My favourite 
part was definitely the people! I loved the social 
events and getting to mingle with other 
Vacationers - there were drinks nights and coffee 
catch-ups. I really enjoyed when we were 
together in the office every day, before the 
internship moved online. 

How did you find out about the 
internship and what was the recruitment 
process like?

Personally, I found out through 
word-of-mouth - I had friends who had done 
Vacationer programs before. I recommend 
keeping an eye out at the start of the year 
when clubs and societies promote these 
programs through their marketing channels. 
The stages of recruitment I went through 
consisted of psychometric testing, a virtual 
video interview, and finally a live interview 
with partner/s from the Associate team. 
Occasionally, there is also an assessment 
centre that is done first. 

Any tips for recruitment?

Be open-minded and have opinions - as 
they value different perspectives, but also 
don't be someone who is difficult to work 
with because you talk over others. 
Additionally, don't discount any old work 
experience that might not seem relevant - 
any jobs you might have had in hospitality 
or retail in the past, alongside any 
involvement in clubs shows you practicing 
people skills. These soft skills can be 
transferred across to a professional setting 
when you are dealing with clients. 



BDO
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BDO’s global organisation extends across 167 countries and territories, with over 97,000 people 
working out of over 1,700 offices – and they’re all working towards one goal: to provide our clients 
with exceptional service. We have clients of all types and sizes from large corporate organisations 
to private businesses, entrepreneurs and individuals across an array of industry sectors. 

WHY US
To support you to deliver exceptional client service, we provide a range of learning and development 
programs to give you the best start in transitioning to professional life. We will also provide you with the 
skills and confidence to develop exceptional client relationships to excel in your career. We ensure you 
have the best support from day one. 

When you’re ready to commence your postgraduate qualification, BDO supports you through your studies.  
At BDO we provide: 

- Financial assistance for approved study 
- Study materials 
- Study support workshops and focus sessions
- Study leave
- Mentoring support
- Payment of professional membership fees

We actively foster a collaborative cohort for networking opportunities, allowing you to meet other 
graduates and Partners from all service lines and business areas to develop professional relationships. 
We offer a number of additional benefits to our staff including the opportunity to join our social club and 
personalised support through our employee assistance program and our corporate wellness program, 
BWeII. Whether it’s touch football, yoga, or a networking function, you will have plenty of opportunity to 
develop strong professional relationships with your colleagues. 

At BDO, we encourage you to work in the way that’s best for you. We have a range of options to support 
flexible working, allowing you to achieve your personal and careers goals. 

We welcome students who: 
- Are currently studying or have recently completed a degree in Accounting, Business, Commerce, 

Engineering, IT, Law or STEM
- Display solid academic achievement 
- Possess high-level communication and interpersonal skills

Applications will be accepted via: https://www.bdo.com.au/careers.

OPPORTUNITIES

https://www.bdo.com.au/studentrecruitment




Deloitte
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Deloitte is a multinational professional services firm, delivering impactful services for our clients 
across consulting, audit and assurance, financial advisory, risk advisory, and tax. Deloitte’s 
consulting practice aims to solve a broad range of complex business problems, by embracing and 
leveraging innovative solutions.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
Due to the diverse nature of our work, we're interested in students with degrees in every discipline and 
various backgrounds. We see tend to see Graduates joining the team from study disciplines in (but not 
limited to); Business and Commerce, Law, IT, Engineering, and Mathematics. 

Above all, we look for students that are proactive, enthusiastic and passionate about learning and 
delivering solutions to our clients. We have a unique team culture and are always looking for fresh talent to 
expand our capability and reach.

RECRUITMENT
Undergraduates should apply if they are passionate about being part of a business that thrives on 
innovation, opportunity, collaboration and inclusion. The Vacation program and Graduate program 
provides you with an immersive learning experience on real client engagements in a range of industries, 
as well as the opportunity to meet industry leaders, network, and learn from like-minded professionals in 
the practice.

For more information, visit: deloitte.com/au/student-careers.

WHAT WE DO
Transformation & Operations:
Within Consulting Transformation and Operations, we work on engagements that help our clients translate 
their corporate strategy into operational excellence. Whatever the issue or objective, T&O aims to find a 
functional and impactful solution that helps our clients in meaningful ways. Delivering innovative thinking 
and business-changing recommendations, we implement leading edge solutions to support complex 
transformations and redesign of operating models. The team also has expertise in driving the 
improvement of asset performance through the uplift of digital technology for operations, management and 
maintenance.





EY
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At EY, our purpose is Building a better working world. The insights and quality services we provide 
help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop 
outstanding leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all our stakeholders. In so doing, we 
play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, for our clients and for our 
communities.

WHY US
Surrounded by the curious, united by purpose. Learning from the best, harnessing technology to unleash 
human potential. Building a better working world, together. At EY, we’ll support you on the journey to 
becoming your best professional self with inspiring and rewarding experiences throughout your career. 
We’ll help you – with the scale, teams, culture and technology to build a career as unique as you are. 

Here, your career is truly yours to build. You’ll have access to experiences, learning, skills and 
qualifications for you to personalise your career. This will open doors anywhere and have an impact 
everywhere. Reimagine this moment for your exceptional EY experience.

EY people make us what we are. The experiences and impact they’ve had here transcend borders, 
industries and cultures. At EY, you’ll feel challenged and motivated every day. You’ll get access to the right 
support whenever you need it. You’ll build relationships and feel rewarded for all that you do. Here at EY, 
how we work together is just as important as the work we actually do together.

Whether in Assurance, Consulting, Tax or Strategy and Transactions, building long term relationships to 
solve the toughest problems requires people from many different subject areas — not just accounting or 
commerce, but technology, information technology, science, engineering, maths and human resources 
degrees as well.

The Cadet Program offers you an experience that will help you accelerate your development as you 
combine work with study to get the best of both worlds.

The Game Changers Club explores how your skills could build into your future career. You’ll network with 
business leaders and EY professionals as you attend events throughout the year.

The EY Career Compass Program allows you to explore the endless career opportunities within the EY 
organisation and will help you make smart decisions about your professional career.

The EY Vacationer Program is a great way to experience the working world gaining valuable skills and 
networks. Start building your career and secure your graduate role early.

For information on our application process, our programs and more about our service lines, visit: 
www.ey.com/au/studentprograms.

The exceptional EY experience. It’s yours to build.

OPPORTUNITIES

http://www.ey.com/au/studentprograms




L’Oréal
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L’Oréal has set itself the mission of offering all people worldwide the best of 
cosmetics innovation in terms of quality, efficacy and safety. 

At L’Oréal Australia, we are committed to delivering beauty for all, operating 
responsibly and sustainably, and fostering diversity, equality and inclusion across 
Australia.

Based in Melbourne, we are excited and driven by the future of beauty and the 
opportunities for personalisation that are created by technology and innovation.

OUR CULTURE 

Our people make us who we are - entrepreneurial, passionate and dedicated.

L’Oréal Australia is recognised as an Employer of Choice for Gender Equality by the 
Workplace Gender Equality.

L’Oréal Australia would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners & Custodians of the 
land on which we work and pay our respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

∙ 900 employees in Australia
∙ 30 brands available in Australia
∙ 100% of L'Oréal Australia sites are powered by renewable energy

At L'Oréal, everyone has their part to play. Your ideas are not only heard but valued, too.  
Whatever your mission, you will make a tangible difference by turning values into action. 
Our goal? To make Beauty accessible to all, by all. 
By embracing diversity, sustainability, innovation and well-being in the workplace, we lay 
the groundwork for you to achieve great things!  

At L'Oréal, everyone has their part to play. Your ideas are not only heard but valued, too.  
Whatever your mission, you will make a tangible difference by turning values into action. 
Our goal? To make Beauty accessible to all, by all. 
By embracing diversity, sustainability, innovation and well-being in the workplace, we lay 
the groundwork for you to achieve great things!  

∙ #1 Beauty company worldwide
∙ 85K Employees
∙ 150 Countries 
∙ 10th Most Ethical Company in the World



L’Oréal
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OPPORTUNITIES

▪ Management Trainee Program – 12 month program for graduates of any discipline to 
work within Finance, marketing, account management, operations, finance, data and 
digital 

▪ Internships – fast track your way into our management trainee program during your 
penultimate year of undergrad on a part time 6-12 month contract

▪ Brandstorm – ultimate innovation competition with a global presence and stage 

WHAT WE LOOK FOR? 

We are looking for passionate, entrepreneurial and innovative students to help us create 
beauty for the world. You will forge your own career path, going beyond what you thought 
was possible by reacting fast and taking risks. You will need to have leadership skills, be 
resilient and able to thrive in a dynamic environment. Learning agility and openness to 
trying new things are key to your success at L’Oreal. 



Pitcher Partners
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Pitcher Partners was established in Melbourne in November 1991. The firm was the first new financial 
services practice Australia had seen in more than 20 years. Today, it is the nation’s eighth largest 
accounting and business advisory firm.

Pitcher Partners has the resources and depth of expertise of a major firm, but with a smaller firm feel. 
We give our clients the highest level of personal service and attention. That’s the difference. 
Pitcher Partners is an association of accounting and business advisory firms located in Adelaide, 
Brisbane, Melbourne, Newcastle, Perth and Sydney. We have a strong reputation for providing 
personal service and quality commercial advice to our clients across a broad range of industries.

WHY US
We specialise in providing services to family controlled, privately owned and small public businesses as 
well as high net worth individuals, the public sector and not-for-profit organisations. Our clients require 
high technical standards, matched with a personal understanding and involvement in their affairs. 

Pitcher Partners is also an independent member of Baker Tilly International, one of the world’s leading 
networks of independently owned and managed accountancy and business advisory firms. Our strong 
relationship with other Baker Tilly International member firms has allowed us to open many doors across 
borders for our clients.

When you join the Brisbane firm’s graduate program, you will benefit from the opportunity to broaden your 
skills with extensive training, development and support through our internal Graduate Program and the 
Chartered Accountant Program, as well as further relevant postgraduate studies.

OPPORTUNITIES





PwC
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At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. In our increasingly 
complex world, we work with businesses, government and the community to deliver solutions and 
sustained outcomes. To help Australia continue to thrive and grow. We’re part of a network of firms 
in 158 countries with over 250,000 people. PwC is one of the top 50 brands worldwide and PwC 
Australia is among LinkedIn’s top companies for where Australians want to work.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We focus on your skills and passions, not just your degree and CV.  You’ll fit right in if you’re naturally 
inquisitive, eager to take initiative, test ideas to find better ways of doing things, unafraid to try new 
approaches and can think holistically as you help us to solve important problems! 

We offer a variety of programs for students and graduates to start creating their careers with PwC. We hire 
students and graduates from all backgrounds into different teams across our firm in consulting, 
technology, accounting and finance, law, analytics, infrastructure and project management.

We focus on your skills and potential and what diversity of thought you can contribute to help us achieve 
our purpose of solving important problems. With our diverse range of businesses and types of work, you 
can use your experience in more ways than you think with us.Please note that we accept one application 
per candidate. We recommend that you apply to the location and area that closely aligns with your skills, 
passions and interests. 

People who reach the final stages of the recruitment process will be contacted by one of our recruiters to 
confirm the area that they will be considered for.

RECRUITMENT

WHAT WE DO
We are a team of more than 8,000 people who deliver integrated solutions in audit, assurance, consulting 
and tax services to more than 5,000 clients across Australia.We're bold about our commitment to diversity, 
inclusion, wellbeing and social impact. And we empower our people in upskilling, flexible working and 
pursuing their passions. We don’t see change as chaos – but as the chance to do something great.

Our purpose is what drives our community of solvers. Passionate and diverse people who come together 
in unexpected ways, with human-led, tech-powered ideas to untangle the world’s most important 
problems.





QTC
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QTC is the central financing authority for the Queensland Government and provides financial resources and 
services for the State. We manage the State’s funding program in the global capital markets to deliver 
sustainable and cost-effective borrowings for the Queensland Government, local governments, and other 
related entities (our clients).

With a statutory role to advance the financial interests and development of the State, we work in partnership 
with Queensland Treasury and our clients to solve complex commercial, policy and economic issues. We help 
to deliver innovative, long-term solutions that contribute to the growth of Queensland’s economy.

We protect Queensland’s financial interests and deliver better financial outcomes by centralising the 
management of our clients’ borrowings, cash investments, and foreign exchange. We play an integral role in 
managing the State’s finances, working closely with our clients on their balance sheet management and 
helping to identify opportunities to minimise costs and risks.
At QTC, we are committed to protecting and advancing the financial interests of Queensland.

Dedicated investment in your future
Join an organisation that has been recognised as ‘one of Australia’s best places to work’, winning multiple Employer 
of Choice awards in recent years for professional development, employee benefits and culture.
If you are looking to start your career in banking and finance, our Graduate program offers you best-in-class 
development and mentoring in a financial services organisation with a multi-billion-dollar balance sheet.
Our graduates gain breadth of experience and understanding about the important role that we play in protecting and 
advancing Queensland’s financial interests. Placement areas may include corporate advisory, funding and markets 
or credit risk and finance.
Formal training is provided to our graduates, along with support from a dedicated business mentor.

Successful candidates will demonstrate:
▪ excellent communication (oral, written and presentation) and interpersonal skills
▪ strong results focus with a curious mindset
▪ ability to problem solve and demonstrate strong numerical reasoning skills
▪ ability to work in a team and develop relationships across the business, and
▪ dependable, conscientious, self-motivated and professional potential.

GRADUATE PROGRAM

WHAT WE DO
At QTC, we work together to drive financial improvements across the State’s multi-billion dollar balance sheet. We 
do this across all four of our divisions in the way that we manage the State’s funding program, financial data, 
liquidity and financial risk; and in the way we innovate, transform and lead on projects that enhance Queensland’s 
economic and financial future.

QTC provides financial advice and risk management services, sourcing and managing debt funding and investing 
cash surpluses for the Queensland Government and its public sector entities, including local governments. We offer 
prospective employees a range of rewarding careers within a supportive environment. QTC provides opportunities 
to learn and develop within an open and friendly culture.





RSM
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At RSM, global presence spans more than 810 offices in over 120 countries. Within Australia, we 
employ over 1,300 people across 31 offices in both metro and regional areas. Our broad reach means 
that we can provide opportunities for everyone, everywhere.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We focus on your skills and passions, not just your degree and CV.  You’ll fit right in if you’re naturally 
inquisitive, eager to take initiative, test ideas to find better ways of doing things, unafraid to try new 
approaches and can think holistically as you help us to solve important problems! 

We offer a number of opportunities for Students to connect with us, through our Graduate, Vacation and 
Undergraduate Programs.These programs have been designed to provide you with a combination of 
business and technical skills, supporting you in becoming our next generation of leaders!

Please visit our website at: www.rsm.global/australia/careers/student-opportunities, or read through our 
profile for further information on RSM.

OPPORTUNITIES

WHY US
At RSM, we understand that starting your career is an exciting challenge. In our 100 years of service, we 
have met many challenges along the way and have succeeded to become the largest nationally owned 
mid-tier accounting Firm in the country. RSM Australia offers the combined benefits of a big firm including 
extensive networks, training and career opportunities within a highly supportive, people oriented 
workplace. This combination provides a great environment to build skills and confidence.

https://au.gradconnection.com/track-link/46aad095-812d-412a-9d1f-70607045b995/




Asset Management
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HEDGE FUNDS
Hedge funds are fund that employ unconventional investment strategies to seek higher returns.  
Strategies include shorting stocks, risk arbitrage, and activist investing. As a result, hedge funds tend to  
be more risky, and investors tend to be institutional investors and high net worth individuals who are  able 
to meet the cash threshold needed to invest in a hedge fund.

Private equity funds focus on managing private companies. Broadly speaking, private equity funds  can be 
separated into leveraged buyout funds (LBO) and venture capital funds (VC). An LBO fund  generally 
borrows large amounts of money to fund purchases of companies to take private. It looks to  generate 
returns by improving performance and selling the company later at a higher price. VC funds  invest in early 
stage companies looking for the next big idea.

PRIVATE EQUITY FUNDS

MUTUAL FUNDS
Mutual funds are managed portfolios of assets which are managed by a professional investment  
manager, and make up the bulk of the industry. Investors come from all aspects of life including from  
superannuation, retail investors, and institutions. Most of the time, mutual funds are long-only and  employ 
more conventional investment strategies. These types of funds cover a variety of asset classes,  from 
property trusts to international shares, and have the benefit of being diversifiable and entailing  low 
transaction costs.

The asset management industry is responsible for managing funds for individuals and  companies, 
where these funds invest in various asset classes. The primary role of these  institutions centres 
around making well-informed investment decisions on behalf of their  clients to grow their finances, 
diversify their portfolios and mitigate investment risk. With the  volume of investable assets 
continuing to rise and changing demographics shifting asset  management to centre-stage, 
opportunities in this field are present more than ever. From asset  managers, to financial analysts 
and even economists, a range of occupations are involved in  undertaking the investment research, 
market analysis and management decisions that go into  this service.



Anonymous Internship Review
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ASSET MANAGEMENT

What were your favourite parts of the 
internship?

Firstly, gaining first-hand experience of the type 
of work I would be doing if I were to take a 
graduate position in the industry. This is really 
important as when you apply to a role which you 
know you want to do, it is a lot more credible 
when you can share this experience. It is also 
validating as a candidate, when going through 
what can be quite intense interview processes, 
that the outcome will be something you actually 
want. Secondly, expanding my network was 
another valued component of my internship as I 
was able to learn from other career journeys to 
inform my own choices.  

Best piece of advice you received?

Never go into an industry without talking to 
someone who is low-level, mid-level and 
high-level. This is where FMAA networking 
events can deliver immense value as firms often 
send representatives from all levels – panel 
events are great for seeking out the high-level. 
 

Did your internship experience give you a 
clearer idea of the career path you wish to 
take? 

Yes and no! It definitely helped me decide that I 
wanted to be in buy-side longer term. This is 
because I really enjoy the stake that buy-side 
holds in each asset, and the way that that feeds 
into decision making. However, for my short-term 
options I still feel conflicted between starting in 
buy-side or sell-side as I do think sell-side can 
create a great foundation for a buy-side career. It 
did confirm my interest in the finance sector.

Do you have any advice for recruitment?

If you are seeking a role in asset 
management, it is important to show your 
interest in the sector to your interviewer. 
This can be through researching the firm, 
keeping up to date with industry knowledge 
or seeking out information from someone 
within the industry. In an interview I would 
recommend showing off all that you know 
as this will convey diligence and motivation. 
I would also recommend starting your own 
investment portfolio as this shows you have 
a real interest in investment management; it 
is also a great interview topic.

What made you want to go into asset 
management?

I wanted to experience both buy-side and 
sell-side before making a decision about 
graduate employment. If you have the 
opportunity to experience both, you will be 
better able to make an informed decision 
about the right pathway for you. However, 
this is not always available so I would 
recommend reaching out to your network 
and finding someone in asset management 
to speak to if it is something you may be 
interested in.



Catheon Capital
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Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female 

students in their penultimate year of undergraduate study. Please see our 

website for more information.

Catheon Gaming is the fastest growing Play-to-Earn integrated blockchain gaming and entertainment 
company. Our dedicated team of gaming and blockchain professionals scour the globe with the goal 
of building an integrated portfolio of quality titles across all gaming industry verticals. Our flagship 
project, SolChicks, is the #1 P2E game on the Solana blockchain and the #1 NFT collection on 
CoinMarketCap and Solanart with a community of over 700k followers across all socials (#1 following 
on Solana games). 

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We are looking for innovators, problem-solvers and creative collaborators who are willing to evolve, adapt 
to change and thrive in a fast-paced environment. We welcome people from all academic backgrounds, 
and have roles for software engineers, artists, and business students. Instead, our screening process is 
focused on whether the candidate has an excellent work ethic, strong analytical and problem-solving 
skills, well developed interpersonal skills and a collaborative mindset. A prior interest in web3 is favoured, 
but we would hold nothing against you if you were just starting to discover the space!

RECRUITMENT
Catheon Gaming has rolling internship opportunities available all-year-round. Our internship program is 
catered to attract full-time interns, but we welcome anyone looking to balance study with a part-time 
internship. If you are interested in an internship opportunity with our investment  team, or if you wish to 
explore other roles with our gaming development or product marketing teams, please send your detailed 
resume and cover letter with the reference code “FMAA” to us at careers@catheongaming.com.

WHY US
A career with Catheon Gaming is an opportunity to discover your own potential. You can expect to 
participate in exciting investment opportunities whilst building meaningful relationships with talented 
colleagues from many backgrounds and regions. If you are excited by the opportunity to work as an 
organised self-starter in a fast-paced, cross-functional environment alongside a team with experience at 
blue-chip companies across the finance, gaming, and entertainment sectors - then Catheon Gaming is the 
place for you.

mailto:Careers@catheongaming.com


Mercer
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Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female 

students in their penultimate year of undergraduate study. Please see our 

website for more information.

At Mercer, we make a difference in the lives of more than 110 million people every day by advancing 
their health, wealth, and careers. Our Investments & Retirement business provides advice and 
solutions to some of world’s largest super funds, university endowments and asset owners.  We 
design and implement investment programs that help our clients meet their long-term financial 
return and risk objectives. As one of the world’s largest investment consulting, multi-manager and 
actuarial firms, our global team of 1,200 professionals, including 120 investment manager 
researchers, provides our clients in-depth knowledge few others can match.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
If you have a strong client focus, like to solve complex problems, have a keen eye for detail and have a 
passion for creating better lives, then we need you to help Australia’s largest superannuation funds and 
investors navigate some of the biggest challenges of our time. This role requires a unique blend of 
capabilities, including client-facing consulting, analysis and reporting, quantitative modelling and research 
across investments and / or actuarial specialties.

RECRUITMENT
Apply for an Investment or Actuarial consulting pathway here! Applications close Friday 11 March and we 
expect offering successful applicants role by the end of March.

Grad Analyst, Investment Consulting R_159566: 
https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Investment-C
onsulting_R_159566

Grad Analyst, Actuarial Consulting R_159568: 
https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Actuarial-Con
sulting_R_159568

WHY US
You will have the opportunity to work alongside Mercer’s leading investment consultants to solve issues 
including generating real return within a low yield environment, investing in a time of climate change, and 
retirement income strategies. As a Graduate Analyst in investment or actuarial consulting you will provide 
valuable support to our senior consultants – supporting a variety of projects, conducting analysis, writing 
reports, asking ‘why?’ and ‘how can this be even better?’ in order to deliver actionable insights to clients. 
We work flexibly across professional practice areas and client segments, and are doing a lot of ‘fin-tech’ 
development work to modernise our tools and technology, giving you the opportunity to create your own 
career pathway based on interests and skills. You will work in a variety of teams on different projects under 
the guidance of senior consultants, supported by a buddy and your people manager.

https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Investment-Consulting_R_159566
https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Investment-Consulting_R_159566
https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Actuarial-Consulting_R_159568
https://mmc.wd1.myworkdayjobs.com/MMC/job/Melbourne---727-Collins/Graduate-Analyst--Actuarial-Consulting_R_159568


Pinnacle
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Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female 

students in their penultimate year of undergraduate study. Please see our 

website for more information.

Pinnacle currently consists of fourteen affiliated investment management firms (Affiliates) that 
collectively manage over A$90.2 billion in assets across a diverse range of asset classes. Our 
affiliated managers operate autonomously, in line with our philosophy that 'supported independence' 
is an essential ingredient in sustaining investment excellence and business resilience over the long 
term.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
At Pinnacle we love meeting potential interns and graduates who are passionate about establishing a 
career in investments from day one and are driven to create their own opportunities and fulfil their 
potential.  Our general guidelines to move to interview stage are: Completing study or completed a 
Graduate degree in either Finance, Business, Economics or Commerce with excellent academic results; 
Experience gained in financial services/investment management either through internships or project 
experience; Possess strong communication and interpersonal skills; Resilience, sincerity, tenacity and 
commitment to a long-term career with Pinnacle; Commitment to delivering the highest quality investment 
solutions in a professional manner. 

RECRUITMENT
All Pinnacle Investment graduate and intern roles across all areas of the business are published on 
gradconnection.com.au under Pinnacle. FMAA will also be sharing opportunities via their communications 
channels.

For insight into future career opportunities and latest market news from Pinnacle and its Affiliates, follow 
Pinnacle Investment Management on LinkedIn at: 
www.linkedin.com/company/pinnacle-investment-management/. 

Pinnacle also funds multiple Women in Finance scholarships to assist female university students in 
gaining a greater understanding of and experience in investment management. Scholarships are available 
across four FMAA partner universities including University of Queensland, University of Sydney, University 
of NSW and University of Melbourne. For more information on the application process and timings, see 
the scholarships section of each university’s website. 

WHY US
Pinnacle offers a diverse and inclusive environment. Our values of Client Focus, Honesty and Integrity, 
Innovation and Empowerment guide all our actions. There are few workplaces in the financial services 
industry as dynamic and diverse as what you’ll find at Pinnacle. One day you may be working alongside 
and supporting leading fund managers, the next assisting clients achieve their investment objectives with 
cutting-edge data analytics at your fingertips. Pinnacle’s workplace culture is one of collaboration, support 
and continuous personal development. Most importantly, we believe work-life balance is critical in enabling 
our people to reach their full potential.

http://gradconnection.com.au
http://www.linkedin.com/company/pinnacle-investment-management/




Platinum
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Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female 

students in their penultimate year of undergraduate study. Please see our 

website for more information.

Platinum is an Australia-based investment manager established in 1994, that focuses solely on 
global equities. We currently have ~A$22 billion in total funds management. We seek out companies 
whose true worth and prospects are yet to be fully recognised by the market.  The focus of 
Platinum’s investment team is to unearth undervalued shares, emerging trends, out of favour sectors 
and areas seeing significant structural change or growth from among the thousands of companies 
that are listed on stock markets around the world.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
A successful career in investing can be highly rewarding, both intellectually and financially, but becoming a 
good investor can be unglamorous hard work.  Whilst analytical skills and proficiency with quantitative 
tools may be advantageous it’s the possession of an investor mindset with a deep curiosity of wanting to 
understand how things work that will set you up for success.We value different experiences and contrarian 
thinking it’s the diversity of skills and perspectives that make us successful investors. 
A degree in finance and/or prior work experience in the investing industry are not prerequisites. 
If you can demonstrate an investor mindset that enables you to think independently and critically, an 
insatiable curiosity that digs deep into how things truly work, and resilience to withstand the ups and 
downs of markets, Platinum may be the right place for you.

RECRUITMENT
Applications open 9am, 16 May 2022, registration of interest must be emailed to: 
careers@platinum.com.au.

Those registered by 5pm, 3 June 2022 will receive submission details for a 5-minute video answering five 
set questions. We don’t want a polished production – we want to see and hear the real you! Video 
submissions will close 9am, 6 June 2022. 

Placements will commence 5 December 2022 and will end Friday 27 January 2023.

WHY US
Our employees are our most important asset. Platinum offers challenging and fulfilling work, in a 
supportive and inclusive team where you are encouraged to be your best self, develop your career and 
actively learn from among the best.  We offer competitive remuneration that rewards performance and 
contribution. We operate in a hybrid environment offering flexibility to balance employees’ lifestyle and 
commitments.

We run an 8-week full time paid internship each December-January. Successful candidates are partnered 
with a ‘buddy’ (an investment analyst) in one of our sector teams who will mentor you through the 
placement. You will have access to participate in company calls, briefings and meetings. You’ll be seated 
with and have direct access to the investment team enabling you network and build your knowledge – 
even test your ideas! 

mailto:careers@platinum.com.au


Improvement. So what does this mean, exactly? The seemingly broad (if not unclear) explanation of  a 

management consultant’s role derives from the wide array of work they perform. The services they  provide 

are not confined to a single industry, client or category. They are not recruited based on a  specific degree 

or qualification held. Location isn’t static either – because projects are typically  conducted on-site, 

consultants are regularly required to travel interstate and overseas. This variety  serves as the profession’s 

greatest drawcard. Consulting firms advertise a dynamic, transitional career  removed from monotony, in 

turn attracting the brightest and most versatile talent.

Nonetheless, there is a common underlying process to every consultant’s work. Consultants usually  begin 

a client engagement acquiring information from management on the current state of the  problem they are 

hired to address. They analyse this information, developing key findings and  insights. Their findings are 

subsequently used as a basis to develop solutions, which are delivered as  recommendations in a report or 

presentation to the client at the project’s conclusion. The process is  iterative as consultants constantly 

seek client input at every stage of recommendation development .

The best consultants are exceptional communicators. They fluidly manage several stakeholder  

relationships at once, be they clients, colleagues, superiors or external parties. They work cohesively in  

teams to provide ground-breaking, innovative solutions whose results surpass those of competitors. As  the 

Boston Consulting Group eloquently phrases it, “borrowed answers and undifferentiated strategies  only 

achieve parity.” The aspiration of such firms is to outperform, and to do so consistently.

Students who are highly articulate, intelligent, energetic, and who share this same passion for  outstanding 

results, should consider a career in management consulting.

Consulting Services
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Enter the management consultant – the adaptable, analytical graduate  

tasked with developing solutions for any and all difficulties an organisation  

may face. Consultants offer advisory and implementation support to  business 

leadership, commonly in designations such as strategy, operations,  

technology and process.

The current business climate elicits the need for a fresh outlook on organisational management. A  

globalised economy, disruptive technologies, scarce natural resources and incumbent government  

regulations present unprecedented challenges to to every firm’s success. While firms may have little  

difficulty identifying such challenges, devising feasible solutions to alleviate them is much more  complex.
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CONSULTING

Anonymous Internship Review

Did you enjoy your internship experience?

I really enjoyed meeting professionals in the 
industry, and I realised that they are like-minded. 
This confirmed consulting was for me and 
allowed me to begin developing a professional 
network. I would highly recommend doing a 
consulting internship, but know that at first, it 
may be difficult to mentally adjust to working full 
time. 

What did you work on throughout the 
internship?

So, I completed two internships. One at a smaller 
sized firm, where I had access to how the 
partners think and approach their work, and at a 
Big 4 where the projects were much larger scale, 
but I had less access to senior people. I got to 
see how long-term projects are developed, was 
given Excel models to work on, and created slide 
decks for the client. 

Did your internship give you a clearer idea of 
what you wanted to pursue after university? 

Yes, the internship deepened my interest in 
consulting, and I will be starting a full-time grad 
position at a MBB firm. The internship taught me 
how to approach problems and solve them very 
structurally, and I developed confidence in the 
professional and corporate environment. 
Consulting can also be a very broad area, so I 
recommend this pathway to people who are still 
unsure about different industries and want to 
gain deeper insights because you are always 
able to transfer later. 

How did you hear about the  internship 
opportunity, and can you share any 
advice?

I heard about the opportunity from a judge 
at the BCom Case Comp. I would 
recommend preparing for the case interview 
and the behavioral questions. The technical 
skills can be picked up on the job, so the 
interviewers are more interested in soft 
skills. This applies to grad positions as well. 

How did you prepare for the case 
interview?

I recommend reading the book ‘Case in 
Point’ by Marc Cosentino, which teaches 
you the frameworks for answering case 
interview questions. You usually get a very 
big question which you should separate into 
parts and work structurally. The idea of the 
case is to get you to quickly thing on your 
feet so the only way to prepare is by 
practicing doing cases online. The 
interviewer wants to test how you think so 
try to think out loud. 



Bain
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Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female 

students in their penultimate year of undergraduate study. Please see our 

website for more information.

Bain & Company is one of the world’s leading business consulting firms.  We support companies 
across six continents in important decisions on strategy, operations, technology, organisation, 
private equity and M&A. We are ranked as the Glassdoor 2022 #3 Best Place To Work. 
 
We help the world’s top leaders to solve their toughest challenges. Our work fuels the growth of 
many industries; it creates change for some of the most influential organisations and notable brands 
around the world – and when those organisations are truly doing things right, they are positively 
impacting people’s lives around the world.

You will personally be a part of driving this world-changing impact – developing creative solutions to 
real-world problems and then working in the trenches with senior leaders to achieve change across 
their organisations. You will leave your mark and together, we will change our world.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We’re looking for all-rounders − independent thinkers who thrive as part of a team. We recognize that 
everyone is different and everyone will bring their own unique experiences and perspectives to the team.

The essential skills we’ll be looking for are: a demonstration of exceptional academic performance and 
strong analytical, interpersonal and leadership skills. Our Associate Consultants are a team of 
high-achieving individuals from a broad range of backgrounds and disciplines.

RECRUITMENT
All applications need to be made online – please note applications for class of 2023 close Friday 25th of 
February 2022. Please go to https://www.bain.com/careers/recruiting/bfls/aus-ac/ to submit your cover 
letter, CV and academic transcript. Our interview process consists of two rounds of interviews with two to 
three interviews per round. Interviews are case-based and run for 45 minutes.

Applications for the 2022 True North Scholarship will open in May for female students in their penultimate 
year of undergraduate study. Please see our website for more information.

https://www.bain.com/careers/recruiting/bfls/aus-ac/




Capgemini
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At Capgemini, we help the world's leading brands use the best of new tech to transform the way they 
do business. As a global leader in consulting, technology services, design and digital 
transformation, Capgemini is at the forefront of innovation to address the entire breadth of clients' 
opportunities in the evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
Passionate people are Capgemini’s Ace of spades. We believe that every one of us is an architect of 
positive futures.  We invite you to join us to discover a career that will challenge, support and inspire you. 
We look for confident, bright, articulate individuals who know the value of working collaboratively to 
achieve objectives. We value hardworking, flexible, upbeat people who are destined for an excellent 
career with us. You’ll also need to be totally committed to your own career development, and determined 
to make the most of all the learning opportunities made available to you. Whichever team you decide to 
join we believe there are certain key qualities you’ll need to thrive at Capgemini: 

Communication: We value individuals who understand that good communication is key to every successful 
project.

Innovation: We value individuals who are able to see past the problem and look to define the 
answer/solution.

Collaboration: We look for team players who create an effective working environment, and we value 
individuals who maintain a positive spirit within a team and encourage excellent teamwork.

RECRUITMENT
Capgemini offers you the opportunity to put your hard-earned qualifications to the test on exciting projects 
for some of the world’s leading brands. Our graduates come from a range of backgrounds with a common 
link—a passion for innovation and technology, with a drive to succeed. At Capgemini we understand 
that business value cannot be achieved through technology alone, it starts with people: experts working 
together to get to the heart of your individual business objectives and develop the most adapted solutions 
to fit these requirements.

Keep an eye out for representatives from Capgemini at FMAA’s upcoming events. If you’re interested in a 
career at Capgemini, graduate applications are now open for 2022 – applications close on 25th February. 
For more information: https://www.capgemini.com/au-en/careers/capgemini-australia-graduate-program/.

https://www.capgemini.com/au-en/careers/capgemini-australia-graduate-program/


EY PJP
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EY Port Jackson Partners is one of Australia’s leading strategic advisory consultancies. For over 30 
years, we have advised CEOs, Boards and senior leaders in business and government on their most 
pressing strategic issues. Since joining with EY in June 2020 we have been able to scale up at speed, 
expand into new sectors, and enjoy being part of a global network while still maintaining our unique 
culture and ’boutique’ like feel.

We are not just another management consulting firm. We are sharply focused on strategic problems.
Our projects are as diverse as our people and you will experience the variety and challenge of a true
generalist career at EY PJP. You will not be pigeon-holed into specialising in a particular industry or 
type of problem, but will have broad exposure to a range of clients, problems and problem solving
approaches. Our small teams mean that, from day one, you will learn directly from our experienced
Partners and engage with senior leaders of some of Australia’s biggest public and private companies 
as well as federal and state government. You will quickly become a part of our close knit culture that 
values humility, connection and balance.

WHO WE LOOK FOR
We are looking for intelligent, curious and enthusiastic graduates with a passion for problem solving. Our 
graduates have a track record of outstanding academic performance and interesting extra-curricular 
activities. They share a commitment to making a real impact for our clients and community and 
demonstrate strong leadership, critical thinking, communication and teamwork skills.

A background in business is not required – our strategy consultants come from a diverse range of 
academic backgrounds including science, engineering, arts, law, medicine, economics and commerce. 
They share a commitment to making a real impact for our clients and community with their outstanding 
leadership, critical thinking, communication and teamwork skills.

We offer a unique development opportunity for graduates. Strategy consulting is a great first step in your 
career, as it provides interesting challenges across a variety of industries, clients and issues. At EY PJP, 
you will work in a small project team alongside experienced Partners as you focus on solving problems 
that really make an impact in organisations and communities.

RECRUITMENT
Graduate Program: Applications are now open for final year undergraduates with excellent academic 
records to join us as Business Analysts on our Graduate Program in Sydney and Melbourne in 2022 or 
2023. Applications close 25th February 2022.

Internships: Applications for our summer and winter Internship programs will open on 1st of March 2022.

To apply or learn more about our opportunities visit our website: 
https://eyportjacksonpartners.com/story/your-career/



McKinsey
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WHO WE LOOK FOR
Our undergraduates join us from many backgrounds—there is no single “right” major or course of study. 
Our people do share some common qualities including excellent academic performance, leadership 
abilities, and experience working on or off campus. We look for strong problem solvers with potential—we 
will teach you the rest.

WHY US
In your first two years or more, you’ll work in many industries and functions unless you've accepted a more 
specifically focused role. You’ll build business knowledge and perhaps find a field you’re inspired to pursue 
more deeply. You will likely have the opportunity to travel and will definitely work with talented people from 
different cultures and backgrounds. We invest heavily in support and training—more than $100 million per 
year—for all firm members. Programs run the gamut from our proprietary e-learning to office or 
practice-based sessions to our formal global training curriculum. Coaching and mentorship is an integral 
part of your development at McKinsey; peers will give you feedback and partners will help you grow and 
plan the next several years of your career.

By joining McKinsey, you'll work with interesting colleagues, be part of a fast-growing firm, 
participate in meaningful work, and strengthen the skills you need to launch your career at McKinsey 
and beyond.

We partner with local leaders in the corporate, public, and social sectors on opportunities for growth 
and transformation, to build new businesses and to strengthen existing institutions. We serve our 
clients across the spectrum, from trusted advisor to top management to hands-on coach for front 
line employees – enabling technology and building capabilities at every level of the organisation. We 
are ambitious in helping our clients to realise economic and social benefits for all citizens in our 
community.

OPPORTUNITIES
Undergraduates typically join as business analysts as an integral part of our client service teams. Some 
stay for two or three years before attending a graduate school or leaving for further work experience; 
some stay on and move directly into a postgraduate school role.

Whether you decide to stay with McKinsey for two years or 20 years, a role at McKinsey is a springboard 
for your career.

You will strengthen your skills—and find new ones. You will develop exceptional problem-solving, 
communication, and analytical skills. You will use your interests and skills to have real influence—typically 
quite early in your career—and to solve the problems no one else can solve.

Learn more: https://www.mckinsey.com/au/careers/upcoming-opportunities.

https://www.mckinsey.com/au/careers/upcoming-opportunities




Nous
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Nous is an international management consulting firm operating in five countries. We work with 
leaders in the private, public and community sectors on issues that have a substantial positive 
influence on people’s lives. With our broad consulting capability and large international network, we 
can solve your most complex strategic challenges and partner with you through transformational 
change.

RECRUITMENT
Get ready: Nous’ Graduate roles open 9am February 21 2022. We strive to make a difference through our 
work with clients and how we operate. We look for Graduates who want to help clients improve their 
performance and achieve positive influence and share our optimism and ambition for a better future.
Head to our website to learn more about what it’s like to work at Nous: https://nousgroup.com/careers/.

Round One:
Applications open Monday 21 February
Applications close Wednesday 9 March
 
Round Two*:
Applications open Monday 11 April
Applications close Wednesday 27 April
*Tentative dates
 
Recruitment Process:
All interviews will be conducted virtually.

- 30-minute online assessment
- 20-minute preliminary interview
- 90-minute interview
- 60-minute final interview

https://nousgroup.com/careers/


Oliver Wyman 
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Oliver Wyman is a global leader in management consulting. With offices in 60 
cities across 29 countries, Oliver Wyman combines deep industry knowledge 
with specialized expertise in strategy, operations, risk management, and 
organization transformation. The firm has more than 5,000 professionals 
around the world who work with clients to optimize their business, improve 
their operations and risk profile, and accelerate their organizational 
performance to seize the most attractive opportunities. Oliver Wyman is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of Marsh McLennan (NYSE: MMC), the world’s 
leading professional services firm in the areas of risk, strategy, and people 
with 76,000 colleagues advising clients in 130 countries. 



Careers
Unleashing potential | Lasting impact

Careers at Partners in Performance:  
Unleash your potential

“My favourite part about working at  
Partners in Performance is the people I get  
to work with, many of whom have 
become  my close friends; they’re a large 
part of the  reason I’m excited to go to 
work every day.  The firm has a 
results-focus and attracts  brilliant minds 
from all walks of life. What  we end up 
with is a group of highly driven  people 
with unique skills and interests.
It creates the ultimate environment for  
growth and development and encourages  
us to try things we hadn’t previously  
considered. We push each other to be  
better and have a lot of fun along the 
way.”

Tania, Manager

Who we are
By working as true partners with our clients, Partners in  
Performance enables lasting change in organisations;  
delivering both commercial impact and inspiring people to  
transform their behaviours.

As a premium global consulting firm, we provide exciting  
consulting opportunities at all levels. You’ll experience a  
diverse range of industries; working hands-on with client  
teams to address operational challenges across different  
functional areas.

What will you do?
As a member of our consulting team you will partner with 
our  clients to find solutions to the most challenging 
problems  that face their business. You will then coach them 
while they  embed the change.

You will help clients identify capability gaps, come up with  
customised solutions to their problems, teach them how to  
use proprietary tools that work, and ultimately, help them  
realise their goals and reach their full potential.

You will also:

→ Have exposure to C-Suite executives from the start:  

Drive behavioural change from leaders to front line 

staff.

→ See the end result: Help our clients implement and deliver

improvements to their business.

→ Learn how to embed change: This is surely the greatest  

challenge that any leader faces. Our methods are proven 

to  unleash potential and deliver lasting impact.

What will you learn?
Here at Partners in Performance, we are genuinely committed to developing our people. You will enter our Apprenticeship  
Programme from day one, which is designed for you to build the foundations of your consulting tool-kit and learn our  
business transformation methodologies. The skills and methods learnt will not only ensure your success within your career,  
but they will be the building blocks for all your future accomplishments.



Unleashing potential | Lasting impact

Submit your application via our website:  

www.pip.global/en/careers

Include your:
→   Cover letter

→ CV

→   Recent academic 
transcript
Our interview process consists of up to four case 
study  interviews plus behavioural questions.

We have a core team of over 650 staff, living in 37 countries, across six continents

and work across a range of industries, including

How to get in touch with us

 pip.global

 Partners in Performance

lifeatpip

 Partners in Performance – Life at PiP

If you like delivering lasting impact and helping 
others  achieve, Partners in Performance is the 
place for you.

In the past five years, we have helped our clients deliver:

>$40bn      >
Capital reductions               

>$2bn
Procurement savings

Airlines Manufacturing Media, 
hospitality  
and gaming

Building and  
construction

Financial  
services

Energy and  
utilities

Food and Government Mining Oil and gas/ Retail Chemicals and Telecom-
agribusiness petrochem explosives municatios

34 MtCO
2
e

Carbon savings

http://www.pip.global/en/careers



